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1.0 SUMMARY
The Sheslay property is an alkalic porphyry copper-gold prospect. It is located in northwest British
Columbia, approximately 105 km west-southwest of Dease Lake, BC and 50 km northwest of Telegraph
Creek on NTS Map Sheet 104J/4. The property consists of 19 contiguous mineral tenures totaling
approximately 6,830 hectares which are 100% owned by Firesteel Resources Inc. subject to a 2% NSR held
by David Mehner, Don Barker and Adam Travis. Prosper Gold Corp. holds an option from Firesteel to earn
an 80% interest in the property, in exchange for staged cash and share payments totaling $1 million and 1
million shares, and for exploration expenditures of $5 million, all over a 4 year period. This report was
prepared on behalf of Prosper Gold Corp.
The property straddles the Hackett River valley, southeast of the confluence with the Sheslay River. Access
is by helicopter, or by fixed wing aircraft to the Sheslay airstrip in the northwest corner of the claims.
Winter road access exists to the Sheslay airstrip. The closest all-weather road is the Golden Bear mine road,
approximately 8 km to the west. Upgrades are needed to the Golden Bear road before vehicles can travel to
km 92, the point at which the road is nearest to the property. A permanent camp near the Sheslay airstrip is
well equipped and suitable for housing 20+ people. All of the known zones of mineralization on the property
are accessible by way of historic cat roads or ATV trails from the camp. Although remote, infrastructure at
the Sheslay property suggests that exploration costs, and ultimately, capital costs to develop a deposit
discovered on the property, could be significantly less than at other remote properties in northern B.C.
In a regional sense, the property sits within the Stikine Arch, an important geological region that hosts a
number of large porphyry copper-gold deposits. Examples include the Red Chris and Galore Creek deposits,
respectively 135 km southeast and 105 km southwest of the Sheslay project. As disclosed in a NI 43-101
compliant technical report (2012 Technical Report on the Red Chris Copper-Gold Project, Red Chris
Deposit, British Columbia, Liard Mining Division (Gillstrom et al, 2012), prepared for Imperial Metals
Corporation, February 14, 2012, Effective Date for Resource Estimate, February 2, 2012, filed on
www.sedar.com), Red Chris has Proven and Probable Reserves of 301.5 million tonnes grading 0.359% Cu
and 0.274 g/t Au, plus a Measured and Indicated Resource of 936.2 million tonnes grading 0.374% Cu and
0.385g/t Au. The reader is cautioned that the information contained within the Red Chris technical report has not been
verified by the author (Caron), nor is the information pertaining to the Red Chris deposit necessarily indicative of

As disclosed in a NI 43-101 compliant technical report (Galore Creek
Project British Columbia NI 43-101 Technical Report on Pre-Feasibility Study (Gill et al, 2011), prepared
for NovaGold Resources Inc., effective September 12, 2011, filed on www.sedar.com), Galore Creek has
Proven and Probable Reserves of 528 million tonnes grading 0.6% Cu, 0.32 g/t Au and 6.02 g/t Ag, plus a
Measured and Indicated Resource totaling 287 million tonnes at a grade of 0.33% Cu and 0.27 g/t Au (Gill et
al, 2011). As above, the reader is cautioned that the information contained within the Galore Creek technical report has
mineralization on the Sheslay property.

not been verified by the author (Caron), nor is the information pertaining to the Galore Creek deposit necessarily indicative
of mineralization on the Sheslay property.

The Sheslay property is underlain by highly fractured, altered volcanics and interbedded related volcanic
sediments of the Upper Triassic Stuhini Group. In the western part of the property, these rocks have been
intruded by the coeval Kaketsa pluton. A separate intrusion, of similar age, intrudes the Stuhini volcanics in
-1L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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the eastern part of the property and numerous dykes, related to the intrusions, occur throughout the property.
Three main areas of copper-gold mineralization are known on the property, the Dick Creek, Copper Creek
and Pyrrhotite Creek zones. In each case, mineralization is related to fracture zones near the contact of
Kaketsa (and related) intrusives with the surrounding Stuhini Group rocks and, in each case, alteration and
mineralization has characteristics consistent with alkalic porphyry copper-gold mineralization.
Mineralization on the property can be hosted either within the intrusives or within the surrounding volcanics.
Regionally, significant alkalic porphyry deposits (i.e. Red Chris, Galore Creek) are hosted by the same suite
of rocks.
There has been considerable historical exploration on the property, from the 1950’s through to 2011. Almost
without exception, each program has returned encouraging results and has continued to show the potential
for the property to host significant copper-gold mineralization. The majority of historical exploration on the
property has been at the Dick Creek zone. Here, copper-gold mineralization is visible on surface
intermittently over an area of approximately 450 m x 450 m (in plan), and over an elevation range of greater
than 200 m.
In excess of 1350 lineal metres of trenching, plus 26 drill holes (totaling 4063 m) have tested the Dick Creek
zone. Twenty-five of these 26 drill holes were drilled within an area of 300 x 400 m. All holes within the
main area of drilling are mineralized, to various degrees, from the collar to the bottom of the hole. Only 6
holes extend more than 200 m vertically below surface. Of these, only 3 are deeper than 250 m vertically
below surface. Holes CC2004-7, CC2007-1 and CC2007-4 are the deepest tests of mineralization,
bottoming in mineralization at elevations of 782 m, 842 and 846 m ASL respectively. Some highlights from
drilling are as follows.
CC2004-01:
CC2004-02:
CC2004-05:
CC2004-06:
CC2004-07:
CC2005-08:
CC2005-09:
CC2007-01:
CC2007-02:
CC2007-04:

236.90 m @
173.10 m @
242.30 m @
190.20 m @
329.40 m @
141.30 m @
142.08 m @
334.67 m @
220.36 m @
290.17 m @

0.32% Cu,
0.41% Cu,
0.44% Cu,
0.41% Cu,
0.32% Cu,
0.36% Cu,
0.44% Cu,
0.35% Cu,
0.42% Cu,
0.41% Cu,

0.18 g/t Au
0.17 g/t Au
0.32 g/t Au
0.22 g/t Au
0.11 g/t Au
0.27 g/t Au
0.25 g/t Au
0.17 g/t Au
0.21 g/t Au
0.19 g/t Au

All of these results are weighted average grade over the entire length of the drill hole, and are similar to
grades from alkalic porphyry copper-gold deposits in B.C. that are currently being mined or developed.
Mineralization at the Dick Creek zone remains open in all directions, and to depth. Trenching has
encountered mineralization on surface 300 m west-southwest of, and 100 m lower than, the limits of drilling.
The Dick Creek showing is a high priority target for further work, in particular to establish the depth extent
of mineralization.
The Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek zones, respectively 2.5 km southeast and 4.5 km southwest of the
Dick Creek showing, host copper-gold mineralization in a similar geological setting to the Dick Creek
showing. Neither has been tested by modern drilling. In the early 1970’s, 6 holes were drilled at the Copper
-2L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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Creek zone and 9 holes were drilled at the Pyrrhotite Creek zone. All are relatively short holes with only
partial results reported. In both areas, encouraging copper values over reasonable widths are reported from
drilling. Gold grade is unknown. The Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek showings are further high priority
targets for drilling.
Historic soil geochemical and ground geophysical surveys (IP, magnetometer) have covered portions of the
property, also with encouraging results. A 300 x 300 m copper-gold soil geochemical anomaly and
coincident IP chargeability, 1 km to the southeast of the main Dick Creek zone, is known as the Dick Creek
East target. A 200 x 600 m copper-gold soil anomaly on the north flank of a large chargeability anomaly, 1
km northeast of the main Dick Creek zone, is known as the Dick Creek North target. A separate
geochemical anomaly occurs 500 m to the north of the Dick Creek North target. This particular anomaly
remains open to the east-northeast, where the older rocks are capped by Tertiary to Quaternary post-mineral
basalts. None of the above geochemical and/or geophysical targets has been tested by trenching or drilling
and all are priority targets for further work.
A two-phase, $4 million program is recommended to further explore the Sheslay property. The Phase 1
program is designed to validate and add detail to historic information, and to further explore zones of interest
known from this previous work. Phase 1 includes re-logging historic drill core, geological mapping, a soil
geochemical survey, and 1750 m of diamond drilling in up to 7 holes. Permits are in place for the
recommended Phase 1 program, which has a budget of $1.5 million. The recommended Phase 2 program
involves further ground geochemical surveys, as well as ground geophysics (magnetics and deep penetrating
IP). It also includes diamond drilling to explore known targets not tested during Phase 1, plus systematic
diamond drilling to follow-up zones of mineralization resulting from the Phase 1 program. Phase 2 has a
budget of $2.5 million and is in-part contingent on the results of Phase 1.

-3L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Consulting Geologist
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The author was retained by Prosper Gold Corp. to complete this report on the company’s Sheslay property in
northwestern British Columbia. Prosper Gold Corp. is a capital pool company which has been seeking a
suitable property to use as their qualifying transaction for listing on the TSX-Venture Exchange. The purpose
of this report is to assess the merits of the Sheslay property (formerly known as the Copper Creek property)
as this qualifying transaction and, if suitable, to provide a report that conforms to National Instrument 43-101
specifications. In the author’s opinion, the Sheslay property is an exciting property which warrants further
work and is eminently suitable as a qualifying transaction.
The report is based on a review of technical data obtained from company files and from published and
unpublished data, and in particular, relies heavily on detailed compilation reports by Kuran (1996) and
Travis (2004) and on exploration reports by Lane (2005) and Young (2008). Where possible, the author has
verified the information contained within these report from original source documents. Where the author has
been unable to verify the information in these or other reports, this has been noted. All references are listed
in Section 27.0 of this report.
The author is a Qualified Person, as defined by National Instrument 43-101, and is independent of Prosper
Gold Corp. She has no interest in the Sheslay property or in claims in the vicinity of the property. She
visited the Sheslay property on May 23, 2013. Prosper Gold Corp. representatives, Dirk Tempelman-Kluit
and Andrew Ganton, accompanied the author on this site visit. Access was via helicopter from Dease Lake.
Throughout this report, an effort has been made to use plain language. Metal and mineral abbreviations and
acronyms in this report conform to standard industry usage. Some technical terms or abbreviations which
may not be familiar to the reader have inevitably been included. In such cases, a reputable geological
dictionary should be consulted.
Historical exploration and mining data in British Columbia is typically documented in the Imperial system,
with units of length expressed in feet and inches, mass in short tons, and precious metal grade in ounces per
short ton. More recent exploration and mining data is generally expressed in metric units, with length as
metres or centimetres, mass in metric tonnes and precious metal grades in grams per tonne, or in parts per
million (ppm) or parts per billion (ppb). In this report, all modern measurements and assay results are quoted
in metric units. Some historical information is listed in Imperial units. Conversion factors between metric
and Imperial units are listed in Appendix 1.
All costs are expressed in Canadian dollars. All UTM positions referenced in this report and on its
accompanying figures are referenced to the 1983 North American Datum (NAD 83).

3.0 RELIANCE ON OTHER EXPERTS
The author is not an expert with respect to environmental, legal, socio-economic, land title or political issues.
Mineral tenure and legal documents pertaining to the property were reviewed. No specific concerns

-4L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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regarding topics outside the author’s area of expertise were identified and no outside opinions were sought
with respect to other aspects of this report.

4.0 PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
The Sheslay property is located in northwest British Columbia, approximately 105 km west-southwest of
Dease Lake, BC and 50 km northwest of Telegraph Creek, as shown on Figure 1. The property is centered
at Latitude 580 13’ N Longitude 1310 44’ W on NTS Map Sheet 104J/4 (BCGS maps 104J021, 022). It
covers 4 Minfile showings, Dick Creek (104J 035), Copper Creek (104J 005), GO/Pyrrhotite Creek (104J
018) and G (104J 020).

Figure 1: Location Map

4.1 Mineral Tenures
The property is comprised of 19 mineral tenures that cover an area of 6,829.29 hectares, as shown on Figure
2 and listed below in Table 1. It is underlain entirely by crown land. Prosper Gold Corp. does not hold title
to any surface rights within the limits of the property. Known zones of mineralization are shown, relative to
property boundaries, on Figure 2.

-5L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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Tenure Number
392224
392225
400918
400921
400922
408884
408885
408887
408888
408889
408890
408891
408892
408893
518533
518534
518535
518536
551609

Tenure Name
COPPER CREEK 1
COPPER CREEK 2
CC 2
PC 3
PC 4
CC 3
CC 4
CC 6
CC 7
CC 8
CC 9
CC 10
CC 11
CC 12

COPPER NORTH

May 27, 2013
Expiry Date
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
08-Aug-13
Total Area (Ha)

Area (Ha)
450.00
450.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
450.00
450.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
450.00
204.29
408.72
1021.57
1124.43
170.29
6829.29

Table 1: Claim Information

Prosper Gold Inc. has entered into an option agreement, dated July 15, 2013, (the “Option Agreement”) with
Firesteeel Resources Ltd. By way of the Option Agreement, Prosper Gold can acquire up to an 80% interest
in the Sheslay property, in exchange for staged exploration expenditures totalling $5 million, by staged
payment of $1 million to Firesteel, and by issuing a total of 1 million shares of Prosper Gold to Firesteel, all
over a 4 year period. Upon Prosper Gold earning its 80% interest in the property, exploration and
development of the property will be by way of an 80/20 Joint Venture agreement between Prosper Gold and
Firesteel. The terms of the Joint Venture agreement include the allowance for either party’s interest in the
property to be diluted if that party does not fully participate in their share of expenditures. If a party’s
interest is reduced to 10%, then under the terms of the agreement, that interest is deemed to have been
surrendered to the remaining participant, subject to a retained 1% net smelter royalty (NSR) interest in the
property.
The Prosper Gold/Firesteel agreement is subject to an underlying agreement, dated February 24, 2003,
between Firesteel Resources Inc. and vendors Adam Travis, David Mehner and Donald Barker and to a June
10, 2013 Addendum and Amending Agreement between Firesteel Resources and the vendors (Cazador
Resources Ltd./Travis, Mehner and Barker). Firesteel has acquired a 100% interest in the Sheslay property
in exchange for payment of $100,000 cash and 1 million shares over a 4 year period (all paid). Firestone’s
interest in the property is subject to a 2% NSR held by the vendors, half of which can be purchased by
Firesteel for the sum of $2 million. The NSR interest applies to the property, in its present configuration,
and to an area of interest that extends for 2 km from the property boundary. The Firesteel agreement is in
turn subject to an underlying ownership agreement, dated March 25, 2002, between Travis, Mehner and
Barker.
-6L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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Figure 2: Sheslay Property Claim Map

Mineral claims within the province of British Columbia require assessment work (such as geological
mapping, geochemical or geophysical surveys, trenching or diamond drilling) be completed each year to
maintain title to the ground. New regulations regarding work obligations to maintain tenure came into effect
in British Columbia on July 1, 2012. As of that date, annual work commitments are determined by a 4 tier
structure, as follows:
$5.00 per hectare for anniversary years 1 & 2
$10.00 per hectare for anniversary years 3 & 4
$15.00 per hectare for anniversary years 5 & 6
$20.00 per hectare for subsequent anniversary years
All claims in the province were set back to the year 1 requirement in 2012, regardless of how many years
have elapsed since staking, so that the next time a filing is made after July 1, 2012, the claim is treated as if it
is year 1. Thereafter the work commitment increases, according to the above schedule. Work in excess of
the annual requirement may be credited towards future years. In lieu of assessment work, cash payments
can be made to maintain title. To encourage exploration work, cash-in-lieu-of requirements have been set at
two times the requirement for assessment work (i.e. $10 per hectare in years 1 and 2, etc.).
-7L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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Current expiry dates for the claims comprising the Sheslay property are listed in Table 1. According to the
July 1, 2012 regulation changes, all of these claims are currently considered to be in anniversary year 1, thus
requiring an assessment commitment of $5/hectare, or a total of approximately $34,150, to advance the
expiry dates by one year.
There are no known environmental liabilities on the property. A Notice of Work permit from the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations is required for any exploration work involving mechanized
ground disturbance. No such work can commence without prior approval. Reclamation bonds are generally
required before final permit approval is granted. An important component of the permitting process is the
requirement for First Nations engagement.
An approved multiyear, area-based Notice of Work permit (MX-1-616), in the name of Firesteel Resources
Inc. is in good standing for the property until March 31, 2014. The permit covers 10 new drill sites, 2
helicopter pads and upgrades to existing ATV trails, all in the Dick Creek-Copper Creek area. It also allows
for a tent camp near the Dick Creek showing and for timber disturbance of up to 50 cubic metres. Firesteel
has posted a reclamation bond in the amount of $99,000 to cover disturbance related to previously completed
trenching and drilling and to future work covered by the approved permit. The Pyrrhotite Creek showing is
outside the area defined by the currently approved work permit. Prosper Gold is in the process of applying
for a new Notice of Work permit for exploration on the property. Until the new permit has been approved,
exploration work in the Dick Creek and Copper Creek areas can be carried out under Firesteel’s work permit.
The property is situated within the Traditional Territory of the Tahltan First Nations and of the Taku River
Tlingit First Nations. Within the territory of the Taku River Tlingit First Nations, the Sheslay property is
located within an area classified as the “Hackett- Camp Island Resource Management Zone”. As stated in
the Wóoshtin wudidaa/Atlin Taku Land Use Plan, the management intent for this area is “to conserve high
value cultural features and landscapes, wildlife habitat, and salmon habitat while allowing for a mix of appropriate
land uses.” The implementation directive is “to minimize, mitigate and where possible, avoid ground and in-stream
disturbance within and adjacent to identified salmon-supporting waterways and spawning areas.” Under the Land

Use Plan, major hydroelectric development is prohibited within the Hackett-Camp Island Resource
Management Zone.
There are no Indian Reserves within the limits of the property. The Salmon Creek 3 reserve is situated in the
Hackett River valley, near the northwest end of Hatchau Lake, 1 km south of the southern boundary of the
Sheslay property.
The eastern portion of the property falls within an active Guide Outfitter Area (#600598) owned by Rudy
Day. The western portion of the property is within an active Guide Outfitter Area (#601046) owned by
Gregory Williams.
There are no parks or protected areas within the limits of the property. The southern end of the Sheslay
Protected Area (ID number 1005124) is located 500 m west of the northwest corner of the Sheslay property.
The Sheslay Protected area extends to the north-northwest for over 40 km from this point, encompassing the
Sheslay River valley. Neither mineral exploration nor mining are allowed within the Sheslay Protected
Area.
-8L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Consulting Geologist
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The Sheslay property is entirely surrounded by active mineral claims that neither Prosper Gold Corp. nor
Firesteel Resources Inc. owns.

5.0 ACCESSIBILITY, CLIMATE, LOCAL RESOURCES, INFRASTRUCTURE AND
PHYSIOGRAPHY
The Sheslay property is centered on the Hackett River valley, southeast from the confluence with the Sheslay
River. It covers the summit and eastern slopes of Kaketsa Mountain, plus the west-facing slopes east of the
Hackett River. The following description of the access, climate, physiography, infrastructure and
physiography of the property is taken verbatim from Young (2008), a report which in turn borrows on
information contained in Travis (2004) and in Kuran (1996).
Access to the claims by air is by fixed wing aircraft from Dease Lake, located 100km to the east-northeast of the
property, to an airstrip located on the property near the Hackett-Sheslay River confluence. This airstrip is situated
approximately six kilometres northwest of the main area of interest at Dick Creek. Approximately 10 km of cat
trails lead from the airstrip to the DK (Dick) Creek, Pyrrhotite Creek, and Copper Creek areas. Road access to the
site from Telegraph Creek may be possible by the Golden Bear Road which runs east west from Telegraph Creek
and passes approximately 8 km south of the Pyrrhotite/Polar Creek prospect in the south west corner of the claim
block. Use of this road would require upgrading and maintenance including washout reparations and new culverts
to the existing road as well as bridge deck improvements. Access trails would then be required north of the prospect
from roughly km 92. The claim block is also along the historic Telegraph Creek Trail which joins Telegraph Creek
with Atlin to the north. This trail is largely overgrown and fit for the most ardent hiker.
Topographic relief may be classed as rugged ranging from 720m (low) above sea level (ASL) at the bottom of the U
shaped Hackett River valley to over 1900m (high) at the summit of Kaketsa Mountain in the south western corner of
the claims.
The moderate to locally steep valley walls of the Hackett River valley generally give way to a plateau in the
northwest corner of the claims, where a few knobby hills reach elevations of 1250 m. The claims occur in an area of
warm summers and cold winters, with low to moderate precipitation. The average annual snowfall is 138.0 cm. This
is in marked contrast to the rugged coastal areas, 50 km to the southwest, which have much higher precipitation
and glaciers. The Hackett River valley has also been the scene of several forest fires in the past. Only a few major
groves of spruce, pine and cottonwood have survived the fires. The majority of the claims are covered by immature
aspen, and at higher elevations the area is covered by small stunted trees. The tree-line occurs at approximately
1400 metres elevation on Kaketsa Mountain. Water for drilling is available on side creeks and small pocket lakes
which occupy linear depressions between the headwaters of Dick Creek and Copper Creek.
Logistics of working in this area are considered fair with access by fixed wing aircraft to the Sheslay airstrip and
thence by ATV trails to the site. A local guide-outfitter (Rudy Day) holds a guiding license over the area and brings
in non-resident hunters during the fall by fixed wing aircraft. Firesteel had an on-going agreement with Rudy Day
to make use of his camp facilities (Sheslay River Outfitters) while undertaking exploration on the Copper Creek
property ...
Heavy equipment is available in Smithers and to a lesser degree at Telegraph Creek. Depending on the type of
exploration activity conducted, the field season runs from mid-May to mid-October.

Some additional comments by the author that pertain to the accessibility, physiography and logistics of the
property are as follows. The Sheslay camp is well equipped, with capacity to house 20 or more persons.
The camp is set up with a generator, well water, a good “dry” that includes indoor toilets, showers and
-9L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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laundry facilities, a kitchen/dining hall, plus core logging facilities including a core saw and splitter. Two
ATV’s plus a “rhino side by side” and a 6-wheeler with box, all the property of Firesteel Resources, are
stored at the camp. A Kubota KX1213 excavator, owned by Ken Worthing contracting of Burns Lake and
used for trenching and drill pad construction during Firesteel’s 2006-2007 work programs, is also stored at
the Sheslay camp.
Good ATV trails exist from the Sheslay camp to the Dick Creek, Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek
showings, however a bridge over the Hackett River, suitable for foot or ATV traffic, is in very poor
condition and requires rebuilding before it can be used. This bridge is necessary to link the camp to the ATV
trails to the Pyrrhotite Creek showing, but is not required for access to the Dick Creek or Copper Creek
showings.
A large portion of the property, including the area covering the Pyrrhotite Creek showing and a portion of
the Copper Creek showing, was burned in the 2010 Sheslay forest fire.
The Hackett River is a salmon-bearing creek which the locals refer to as Salmon Creek.

6.0 HISTORY
Considerable exploration was done on the Sheslay property, from the 1950’s through to 2011. Almost
without exception, each program returned encouraging results and has continued to show the potential for the
property to host significant copper-gold mineralization.
Much of the historical work was filed for assessment purposes and is described in reports that are available
on-line. All references are listed in Section 27. None of these historical assessment reports conform to the
standards of National Instrument 43-101. Although all appear to have been prepared by experienced persons
and the work seems generally to have been completed to industry-acceptable standards for the time, details
regarding many of the work programs are lacking. In many cases, only summary results are reported.
Details regarding sampling and analytical method are often absent and location control for historic grids,
samples, trenches and early drill holes is poor. Results for more recent exploration work, in particular that
by Firesteel Resources Inc. from 2003-2011, are generally presented in more detail than the earlier work.
Since this report is being submitted as part of a qualifying transaction, work on the property by the vendor
(Firesteel Resources Inc.) is described in Section 9 of this report (Exploration) while this section (History)
describes work on the property prior to Firesteel’s acquisition of it in 2003.
Results for historical geochemical and geophysical surveys and for trenching and drilling are presented
below in Sections 6.1 through 6.4. In each section, the results for the 3 main areas of interest are described
separately. Different names have been used for these 3 showings over the years. In this report, the names
Dick Creek, Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek are used to identify these showings. At the Dick Creek
target, 2 nearby areas are referred to as Dick Creek East and Dick Creek North. For clarification when crossreferencing the current report with some of the historical reports, alternate historical names for the showings
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are as follows: Dick Creek (aka Dick Creek West, DK Creek, Star); Pyrrhotite Creek (aka Polar Creek, GO);
Dick Creek East (aka Sevensma).
Year of Work (Reference)
1937
1955-56

Owner
Brikon

Work Performed
Prospecting
Drilling

Newmont

Geophysics
(Airborne Magnetic
Survey)
Geochemistry,
geology

(BC Minister of Mines Annual
Reports 1955, 56)

1964
(Gutrath, 1965)

1969

Skyline

(Gutrath & Sevesma, 1969)

1970

Skyline

Geochemistry,
geology, drilling

Skyline

Geology,
geochemistry
geophysics (mag, IP),
trenching

Skyline

Geology, trenching,
drilling

United
Cambridge

Geology,
geochemistry,
trenching
Geochemistry,
geophysics (mag, IP)

(Cukor & Sevensma, 1970;
Kuran, 1996)

1971
(Gutrath et al, 1971;
Gutrath & Darney, 1972;
Darney & Gutrath, 1971;
Gutrath & Neilsen, 1971)

1972
(Panteleyev & Dudas, 1972;
Kuran, 1996).

1976
(Lisle & Walcott, 1981)

1980
(Lisle & Walcott, 1981)

1983
(Ostensoe, 1983)

1984
(Lisle, 1984)

1988
(Thompson, 1989a)

1989
(Thompson, 1989b)

1991
(Dvorak, 1991)

1991
(Mosher, 1992)

United
Cambridge

United
Cambridge
United
Cambridge
United
Cambridge
United
Cambridge
Golden
Ring

Golden
Ring

Geology
Geochemistry

Prospecting
Geochemistry,
geology
Geophysics
(Airborne magnetic,
EM, and VLF
Survey)
Geochemistry
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Summary of Results
Copper Creek showing discovered
4 holes drilled at Copper Creek showing.
Records unavailable.

Work done in Copper Creek showing area.
Extensive Cu mineralization discovered, plus
large area of anomalous Cu in soils.
Pyrrhotite Creek showing discovered. Large
area of anomalous Cu defined by rock and soil
sampling here. 6 holes drilled at Copper Creek
showing. Incomplete results reported.
Detailed mapping, Pyrrhotite Creek area, recce
mapping and sampling elsewhere. Grid was
extended NE of Pyrrhotite Creek showing (to
‘G’ showing). IP survey of Pyrrhotite Creek
area defines large chargeability anomaly but
poor quality data; coincident Cu-Mo in soils on
flanks of IP anomaly, encouraging results from
trenching.
Sheslay airstrip constructed. Trenching at
Pyrrhotite Creek showing returned 0.48% Cu
over 425 feet. 9 holes drilled this area, summary
results only available, Cu only.
Dick Creek showing discovered.

Mag and IP surveys done over Copper Creek
and Dick Creek showings. Geochemical survey
covered area between Dick Creek and Copper
Creek showings with some encouraging results.
Geological mapping completed SE of Copper
Creek.
Dick/Copper Creek grid resampled to include
Au-Ag analysis, Au:Ag:Cu correlation
confirmed.
Potential for Cu-Au vein type mineralization
noted.
Two small soil grids done to test vein/shear
targets. Potential for both vein and porphyrytype Cu-Au mineralization confirmed.
Airborne survey flown over property.

More soil geochemistry Dick Creek area, follow
up trenching recommended.
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1996
(Thompson, 1997)
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497281
B.C. Ltd.

Compilation

Erin
Ventures

Geophysics (VLF),
geochemistry

2002
2003

Thorough compilation of previous work
completed. Follow-up recommended.
Ground VLF surveys at Dick Creek targets,
minor soil sampling. Drilling attempted at Dick
Creek East but abandoned after 70 feet due to
equipment failure.
Copper Creek (now Sheslay) property staked by
Travis/Mehner/Barker
Property optioned to Firesteel Resources

Table 2: Summary of Historic Exploration, Sheslay Property

6.1 Geochemistry
As summarized above in Table 2, soil sampling programs were completed by various operators over portions
of the current Sheslay property in 1969, 1970, 1971, 1980, 1984, 1989, 1991, 1996. These surveys employed
different sampling and analytical methods, and for the most part, were piecemeal-type surveys over small
discrete grids or were extensions to previous grids. Additional soil surveys were completed in 2003 and
2004 by Firesteel Resources. These results, while described in Section 9 of this report, are also included in
the following discussion for clarity.
In general, the soil sampling can be divided into 2 areas, one area on the east side of the Hackett River
covering the Dick Creek and Copper Creek targets, and a separate area on the west side of the river covering
the Pyrrhotite Creek target.
Most of the historical sampling was analysed for a very select set of elements. While copper results exist for
all of the historic soil samples, data for other elements, including gold and molybdenum, is only available for
parts of the data set.
Soil sample results from the various historical programs have been compiled for the two areas. It should be
emphasized that these are historical results. In many cases, location control for the data is poor, the data set
includes samples analyzed by different labs, using different analytical techniques with different detection
limits. Information regarding sampling method is generally not available. While the historical information
is useful in indicating potential, recommendations are included in Section 26 for modern, multi-element soil
geochemical survey over a portion of the property.
Figure 3 shows compiled copper-in-soil geochemistry on the two main grids. Gold soil results for the Dick
Creek-Copper Creek grid are shown on Figure 4. Gold-in-soil values are not available for the Pyrrhotite
Creek grid. Molybdenum values are not available for most of the Dick Creek-Copper Creek grid, but are
available for the Pyrrhotite Creek grid.
The grids cover moderately to extremely steep slopes, and some component of down-slope dispersion has no
doubt taken place. Previous authors have noted various glacial features on the property, including lateral or
terminal moraines. They will also have an impact on soil geochemical response. The spatial relationship
between these glacial features and the geochemical response shown in Figures 3 and 4 is unknown. It is also
important to note that post-mineral basalts cap the older rocks in the northeast part of the property and
-12L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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FIGURE 3
COPPER SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY
Dick Creek/Copper Creek and
Pyrrhotite Creek grids
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obscure the soil geochemical response of mineralization in this area.
Results for each of the three main zones of known mineralization are discussed below
6.1.1 Dick Creek
The main Dick Creek target is covered by a large, strong, coincident copper-gold soil anomaly (see
Figures 3 and 4). At the 90th percentile for copper (675 ppm Cu), the anomaly measures
approximately 500 m x 500 m in size. Anomalous but discontinuous gold-in-soil values occur
within this area and continue to the northeast beyond the limits of highly anomalous copper.
Considerable trenching and drilling has been done to test the Dick Creek target, as reported in
Sections 6.3, 9.4 and 10 of this report.
Two additional coincident copper-gold soil anomalies occur nearby, as shown on the same figures.
The Dick Creek North anomaly is located approximately 1 km northeast of the main Dick Creek
zone. As described by Travis (2004),
In 1996 a 750 m x 750 m soil sampling grid was established approximately 1 km to the northeast of
the Dick Creek occurrence to cover Helicopter Borne V.L.F anomaly XVI. The results of this survey
returned soil values up to 8510 ppm copper and 430 ppb Au and outlined an open-ended anomaly at
least 200 feet wide and 1200 feet long. This area was termed "Dick North" and was the site of I.P,
magnetic and soil geochemical coverage in 2003 …
The 2003 geochemical coverage … extended the Dick North Target and also identified a new target
approximately 500 metres north of the Dick North Target, herein termed the “No Dick” target.
The Dick North Target now comprises a 200 m x 600 m northwest trending copper in soil anomaly
with sporadic gold in soil anomalies.

The Dick Creek North/No Dick geochemical target is truncated to the northeast. As shown on
Figure 3, this truncation may be attributed to the fact that the older rocks are capped by post-mineral
Miocene to Pleistocene Level Mountain basalts. Mineralization may continue in the older rock to
the northeast, under the basalt cover.
The Dick Creek East target is located 1 km southeast of the main Dick Creek zone. As reported by
Travis (2004),
Soil sampling on the Lake Grid (Dick East Target) in 1991 has outlined a 300 metre by 300 metre
area of gold anomalies greater than 50 ppb, which is coincident with three disjointed copper
geochemical anomalies of greater than 350 ppm. This area is flanked to the immediate north by an
open ended zinc geochemical anomaly of greater than 1000 ppm.

6.1.2 Copper Creek
The Copper Creek zone is located approximately 2.5 km southeast of the Dick Creek zone and is
centered on an impressive gossan exposed in the walls of the Copper Creek canyon and on the steep
west-facing slopes of the Hackett River valley. As shown on Figures 3 and 4, historical soil
sampling has defined a strong coincident northeast trending copper-gold soil anomaly at the Copper
Creek zone. At the 90% percentile (476 ppm Cu), the Copper Creek anomaly exceeds 250 m x 500
m in size.
-15L.J. Caron, M.Sc., P.Eng.
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6.1.3 Pyrrhotite Creek
The majority of the historical soil geochemical data from Pyrrhotite Creek dates to Skyline’s work in
the early 1970’s. Location control for geochemical information is poor and analyses were limited to
Cu and Mo (plus local Pb, Zn). Copper soil geochemistry for the Pyrrhotite Creek grid is included
on Figure 3 and described by Travis (2004), as follows:
…in 1970 and in 1971, grids were completed in the area that total approximately 22 miles of lines
marked at 100 foot intervals at 400 foot line spacing. The soil sampling results indicate a 700 m wide
x 3000 m long open-ended copper in soil anomaly (> 200 ppm). …. Molybdenum was also analysed
and in most instances is coincident with high copper values but is also high within the previously
mentioned glacial overburden areas, perhaps reflecting higher background molybdenum in the
Kaketsa pluton to the west.
Later in 1989 two small soil grids were completed in the area of the main zone trenches, with a total
of 86 soil and 14 rock samples taken. This is the first time that gold values were reported with gold in
soil values as high as 280 ppb and copper in soils to 4900 ppm reported from this program.

6.2 Geophysics
As with geochemistry, historical work has included a number of different geophysical surveys by various
operators. Aeromagnetic surveys were flown surveys were flown over the property in 1964 and in 1991.
The 1991 Aerodat airborne survey included magnetics, frequency-domain EM, and VLF, but did not include
radiometrics (Dvorak, 1991). Ground geophysical surveys were done over portions of the property in 1969,
1970, 1980, 1984 and 2003. Results of these surveys were compiled by Kuran (1996) and Travis (2004),
and are discussed below. As with geochemistry, the geophysics completed by Firesteel Resources in 2003
is described in Section 9 of the report, but results are also incorporated in the following discussion for clarity
and completeness.
6.2.1 Dick Creek
The compiled ground magnetometer results for the Dick Creek-Copper Creek grid are shown in
Figure 5, while and IP chargeability and resistivity are shown on Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
The Dick Creek showing is located on the south flank of a strong IP chargeability, with flanking
zones of high resistivity and high magnetics. A second zone of strong IP chargeability occurs at the
Dick Creek East target, while the Dick Creek North target is defined by a zone of moderate to high
IP chargeability which extends a considerable distance to the southeast, beyond the limits of
anomalous soil geochemistry. As at the main Dick Creek zone, both the Dick Creek East and Dick
Creek North chargeability highs are flanked by zones of high resistivity and high magnetics.
A prominent north-trending zone of high magnetic response occurs in the central portion of the grid.
A gap in IP coverage exists in the area between the Dick Creek East and Copper Creek showings.
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FIGURE 5
GROUND MAGNETICS
Dick Creek/Copper Creek grid,
Total Field Magnetics, also
showing Cu, Au soil geochemistry

FIGURE 6
IP CHARGEABILITY
Dick Creek/Copper Creek grid, also
showing Cu, Au soil anomalies

FIGURE 7
IP RESISTIVITY
Dick Creek/Copper Creek grid,
also showing Cu, Au soil anomalies
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6.2.2 Copper Creek
As shown on Figures 5 through 7, the Copper Creek zone is marked by zones of low chargeability
and low resistivity. An east-northeast trending zone of low magnetic response is centered on the
Copper Creek canyon. As described by Travis (2004),
The previous ground Total Field Magnetics indicates a 250 m x 500 m magnetic low over the Copper
Creek occurrence; this however may be related to the faulting, which probably occurs up Copper
Creek.
Approximately 250 metres west of the Copper Creek occurrence a prominent 250 m wide north
trending x 2 km long magnetic high is noted. A more subtle magnetic 100m x 1 km north trending
magnetic high is also noted approximately 250 metres to the east of the occurrence.

The lack of a strong chargeability response led Lisle and Walcott (1980) to determine that
“mineralization probably consists of narrow zones of no great extent.” Given the encouraging results from
historic drilling and rock chip sampling, in the author’s opinion this conclusion is premature and
further work is required to determine the significance of mineralization in this area.
6.2.3 Pyrrhotite Creek
The only ground geophysics that has been completed at the Pyrrhotite Creek showing is Skyline
Explorations’ work in the early 1970’s (Gutrath et al, 1971; Gutrath and Neilsen, 1971). A ground
magnetometer survey (22 line miles) and a 3 electrode array IP survey (14.3 line miles) were run
over the Pyrrhotite Creek grid. Terrain effects resulting from the very steep slopes and the Polar
Creek gorge were noted as limitations for the geophysical surveys. The glacial cover and talus
slopes were also noted as problems that affected the quality of the surveys.
As described by Gutrath and Neilsen (1971),
The survey has been severely influenced by changes in thickness and conductivity of water bearing
glacial cover. Talus slopes offered very poor electrical contact especially around the showing and
within the Bone Creek cirque. Highly fractured outcropping rocks were also a problem. Overburden
thicknesses could be up to or even greater than 200 feet between Line 28 E and L 36E south of the
baseline. It was felt that the 1.P Survey was not sampling bedrock within this area. … Conditions did
not allow for sufficient depth soundings.

Despite these limitations, Gutrath and Neilsen (1971) note that,
A very large, relatively high chargeability area whose lateral dimensions are 2400 by 1600 feet with
a peak of 29 msecs is situated in the southwest quadrant of the grid from the Bone Creek cirque to
near the main showing. The only outcrop noticed within this anomaly … consisted of pyritized,
leached volcanics with minor chalcopyrite. Fresh surfaces were impossible to find.
…
A slightly smaller, more elongate yet equally impressive anomaly straddles Pyrrhotite Creek and
strikes northeasterly …. Outcroppings along Pyrrhotite Creek within this zone reveal leached pyrite
and minor chalcopyrite. There is a strong suggestion that the two above mentioned anomalies are one
and the same feature and that the break between them is due to an overburden and talus filled N-S
trending depression in the bedrock. It is difficult to distinguish between the chargeability effects due
to thickness of overburden and those due to sulphides content of the underlying rocks.
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Because of the survey limitations, described above, and because of the poor location control for the
surveys, no attempt has been made to reproduce diagrams displaying the historic geophysical
information for the Pyrrhotite Creek grid.
6.3 Trenching and Rock Sampling
A number of different operators have completed hand, blast, bulldozer or excavator trenching and rock chip
sampling on the property. Location control for early sampling and blast trenching by Skyline Explorations
(late 1960’s, early 1970’s) is poor. Because of significant more recent ground disturbance, the precise
location of bulldozer trenches by United Cambridge Mines in 1977 at the Dick Creek showing is also poor.
From 2004 to 2006, Firesteel Resources completed excavator trenching and detailed sampling at the Dick
Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek showings (Lane, 2005; Young, 2008; Ledwon and Rensby, 2011). This work is
described in Section 9 of this report.
6.3.1 Dick Creek
In 1977, United Cambridge completed bulldozer trenching at the Dick Creek showing. Weighted
average grades from trench sampling are summarized below in Table 3. Figures 8 and 8a show the
locations and results for 1977 trenches, as well as for subsequent trenches by Firesteel (which are
described in Section 9.4).
Trench
TR1W
TR2W

Operator

Year

United Cambridge
United Cambridge

1977
1977

Interval
m
70
179

Cu
%
0.33
0.44

Au
g/t
n/a
n/a

Table 3: Dick Creek Zone – 1977 Trench Results

6.3.2 Copper Creek
Only very limited rock chip sample data is available for the Copper Creek showing, as listed below
in Table 4. This information dates to Skyline’s work in 1969-70 and is presented by Kuran (1996),
who in turn quotes from an unpublished 1969 report by Gutrath. Gutrath’s report was unavailable to
the author at the time the current report was prepared.
The precise location of these samples is unknown. There is no record of further rock sampling, or
trenching, at the Copper Creek showing. This area is a high priority for further work.
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Description

S-7
S-8
S-9

Chip sample across 12’ of weakly serpentinized
volcanics; chalcopyrite and malachite
Chip sample across 55’ of altered volcanics;
some sections well mineralized with chalcopyrite
Weighted average of earlier chip sampling across
58.3’ of main mineralized zone
Representative sample of massive 2’ wide lens of
pyrrhotite, pyrite, galena and sphalerite
Picked sample of chalcopyrite-actinolite float
from talus slope
Representative sample of massive pyrrhotite
from float and in place
25’ chip sample
25’ chip sample
5’ chip sample

S-10
S-11
S-12

15’ chip sample
10’ chip sample
2’ width chip sample

S-2
S-3
S-4
S-4
S-6

Au
oz/t
0.01

Ag
oz/t
tr

Cu
%
0.25

0.01

0.01

0.35

Pb
%

Zn
%

0.60

1.84

Ni
%

1.15
0.10

0.90

1.04

0.02

0.70

1.57

0.02

0.10

0.72

0.01
0.005
tr

0.10
0.10
0.04

0.26
0.09
0.44

0.005
0.005
0.12

0.28
0.10
0.80

1.20
0.26
1.20

0.15

tr

3.6

15.6

Table 4: Copper Creek Zone – Rock Sample Results

6.3.3 Pyrrhotite Creek
In 1971, Skyline Exploration completed 525 lineal feet of hand and/or blast trenches at the Pyrrhotite
Creek showing, of which 5 trenches (Trenches 2-6) tested the main showing over an areas of 300
feet by 200 feet. Darney et al (1971) reported results from trenching, as listed below in Table 5, and
summarized the results for the main zone trenching (Trenches 2-6) as “sampling …over a total of 425
feet returned an average assay of 0.48% Cu.”

Trench 1 was dug to test the extension of the main zone about 150 m to the southwest of the main
zone, while Trench 7 was dug approximately 200 m to the northwest. To the southeast, the main
zone disappears under talus and glacial overburden. No attempt was made to trace it by trenching in
this direction.

Trench 1
Trench 2
including
Area between Tr 2/3
Trench 3
Trench 4
including
Trench 5
Trench 6
Trench 7

Length
feet
38
105
30
40
50
120
45
40
70
50

Cu
%
0.62
0.65
1.13
0.04
0.43
0.47
0.77
0.49
0.52
0.30

Table 5: Pyrrhotite Creek Zone – 1971 Trench Results
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The 1971 trenches are shown on Figure 9, although it should be emphasized that location control for
these trenches is poor.
During the author’s site visit, evidence of considerable excavator trenching (and related trench
sampling) was observed at the Pyrrhotite Creek showing. This trenching was apparently completed
by Firesteel during 2005 or 2006 (personal communication, Ken Worthing, equipment operator for
Firesteel). Documentation of this work has not yet been located.
6.4 Drilling
A total of 45 holes (6370 m) have been drilled on the Sheslay property. Twenty-six of these holes were by
Firesteel Resources from 2004 - 2007 and are described in Section 10 of the report. All of the Firesteel
drilling was at the Dick Creek zone. Historic drilling, prior to Firesteel’s work, includes 19 holes (2296 m)
drilled at the Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek showings, as summarized below in Table 6.
Year

Number of
Holes

Total Length
Drilled (m)

Operator

Target

1955

2

62

Brikon Explorations

Copper Creek

1956

2

87

Brikon Explorations

Copper Creek

1970

6

1050

Skyline Exploration

Copper Creek

1971-72

9

1097

Skyline Exploration

Pyrrhotite Creek

Total:

19 holes

2296 m

Reference

BC Minister of Mines Annual
Report, 1955
BC Minister of Mines Annual
Report, 1956
Kuran (1996)
Travis (2004)
Kuran (1996)
Panteleyev & Dudas (1972)

Table 6:- Summary of Historic Drilling

In addition to the drilling tabulated in Table 6, Erin Ventures attempted to drill the Dick East target in 1996.
Difficulties with the drill and lack of drillers lead to cessation of the program after only 70 feet on the first
hole. This hole remains the only attempt at drilling the Dick East anomaly. The Dick Creek North (and
nearby No Dick) zones also remain untested by drilling. Recommendations are included in Section 26 that
drilling be done to test these targets.
6.4.1 Copper Creek
Drilling at the Copper Creek showing includes 4 holes by Brikon drilled in 1955-56 and a further 6
holes by Skyline Explorations in 1970, for a total of 1199 metres drilled. Results for this historic
drilling are incomplete and precise hole locations are unavailable. Figure 10 shows approximate
drill hole locations for the 1970 drill holes, as presented by Kuran (1996). Core from the 1970
drilling at the Copper Creek zone is located at the Sheslay camp and is in fair condition. Core from
the 1955-56 drilling at the Copper Creek zone has not been located.
Drilling by Brikon and Skyline is summarized in several unpublished reports that were unavailable
to the author at the time this report was prepared. The following description of drill results is taken
verbatim from Kuran (1996), who did have access to at least some of the earlier reports.
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Darney and Ikona (1991) provide the following complete summary of drilling in the Copper Creek
area:
“The Copper Creek area has been drilled during two different time periods. The first of these were
by Brikon in 1955 and 1956. The second drill program was conducted by Skyline for the Colorado
Corporation in 1970.
Records and hole locations are not available for the Brikon drilling although the Annual Reports for
the Minister of Mines of B.C. show that two holes totaling 204’ were drilled in 1955 and two holes
totaling 286’ were drilled in 1956. Drilling was most probably with standard rods of A size given the
period in which this drilling took place. Dr. Sevensma states in his report of November 18, 1968 that
core recovery was 35% and holes were stopped due to caving. He also states that copper was noted
in all the recovered core with the highest assay being 1.15% Cu across 11 feet.
In the period April through June of 1970 Skyline Explorations drilled six holes in the Copper Creek
area. Four of these were in the area of the original Copper Creek showing and two approximately
2,500’ to the southeast of the Copper Creek showing apparently to test a molybdenum soil
geochemical anomaly.”
Sevensma (1971) presents sections for these six drill holes in the Copper Creek Area along with
incomplete drill logs which cannot be meaningfully interpreted at this time. Copper and minor
precious metals are present in portions of the drill holes, but the most significant of these were in
DDH G-2-70 which showed the following reported values.
Intercept
(feet)
28 - 171
including

28 – 53
28 – 87
160 - 171

Length
(feet)
143
25
59
11

Cu
%
0.485
1.38
0.85
0.69

Gold and silver values were generally low except for a 4.5 foot intersection between 28’ and 32.5’
which assayed 0.13 oz/t Au and 2.6% Cu. During the 1991 exploration program, the core from this
drilling was located and this gold assay was confirmed. Mosher states (July, 1991) that the gold-rich
portion of this hole is contained within a massive pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite lens.

Highlights from drilling, as known, are also shown on Figure 10.
No further drilling has taken place at the Copper Creek showing. Modern drilling at the showing is a
high priority, as recommended in Section 26.
6.4.2 Pyrrhotite Creek
Drilling at the Pyrrhotite Creek showing includes 9 holes (1097 m) by Skyline Explorations (and
joint venture partners) during 1971-2. Results for this historic drilling are incomplete and precise
hole locations are unavailable. Hole locations, as known, are shown on Figure 9. Core from the
1972 drilling has not been located.
Drill hole information is, in part, reported by Panteleyev and Dudas (1972) and is apparently shown
in more detail on an unpublished compilation map. This compilation map was unavailable to the
author at the time this report was prepared but was reviewed and summarized by Travis (2004).
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Summary information regarding copper content is available, but information regarding gold and
other elements is unknown.
Information presented by Travis (2004) is as follows:
These holes tested a 400 m wide by 1000 m long northwesterly trending panel … The drill holes
appear to have been drilled on an azimuth of 15 degrees, with the exception of Hole8, which appears
to be at an azimuth of 45 degrees and Hole 9, which was drilled at an azimuth of 225 degrees. The
following drill results were summarized on a compilation map provided by Paul Sorbara.
TABLE 5 – PYRRHOTITE CREEK SUMMARY DRILLING RESULTS
Drillhole #
Length (feet)
Interval
Interval
Interval
Weighted
(From)
(To)
(Length)
Cu (%)
1
532.5
285
445
160
016
(includes)
365
435
80
0.23
2
496
165
445
280
0.13
(includes)
315
345
30
0.28
3
497
4
464.5
25
95
70
90
100
10
0.28
160
170
10
0.85
160
465
305
5
371
20
30
10
0.16
90
370
280
6
166.7
20
166.7
146.7
7
179.6
0
100
100
100
180
80
8
592
10
490
480
0.32
9
298
100
140
40
0.39

Comments

All assays but 4 < 0.10%
2-4% pyrite

hbl. diorite
hbl. diorite
Mostly 6% pyrite
Overburden
Mostly 3-5% pyrite

An examination of the drill results on a compilation map showing geological, geochemical, and
geophysical results indicates the following. Holes 4, 6 and 7 were testing areas of low to background
copper geochemistry and chargeability highs and returned dominantly pyritic zones with narrow or no
copper zones. Holes 2 and 3 were testing an area southeast of the main showing near the flanks of a
chargeability high but with low to background copper geochemistry and returned only weak (0.13%
Cu/280 feet) to lesser copper values. Holes 1, 5, 8 and 9 were drilled in the vicinity of the main showing,
these were the only holes to test areas underlain by > 400 ppm copper in soils within areas of moderate (68) chargeability. These holes returned values (with the exception of Hole 5 which seemed to hit a
hornblende diorite) from 80 feet of 0.23% copper to 480 feet of 0.32 % copper.
No drill holes tested a 1200 x 2400 foot magnetic high located to the west of the main zone in an area
underlain by >200 ppm copper and local areas >400 ppm copper near the northern flank of an I.P
chargeability high.
No drill holes appear to have tested the 1 km x 1 km area of >200 ppm copper (with local areas >400 ppm
copper up to 150 m wide x 500 m long) on the eastern side of the creek., some of which correlate with
magnetic highs, magnetic dykes and the margins of a chargeability high.

A further note regarding the historic drilling at Pyrrhotite Creek is that it should not necessarily be
assumed that drill holes have effectively targeted IP chargeability anomalies in this area, or indeed
that the existing IP information is adequate and valid. IP Survey limitations are described in Section
6.2.3 of the report.
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No drilling has taken place at the Pyrrhotite Creek zone since 1972. Additional drilling is a high
priority, as recommended in Section 26. The existing permits do not allow for any drilling in the
Pyrrhotite Creek area and as such, this target has been included in the recommended Phase 2
program.

7.0 GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND MINERALIZATION
7.1 Regional and Local Geology
The regional geological setting of the Dease Lake area is described by Logan et al (2012), Gabrielse (1998),
Souther (1971) and others. The area is situated within the Intermontane Belt and is bounded to the southwest
by the Coast Mountains. As shown in Figure 11, the Sheslay property sits near the northern edge of the
Bowser Basin, a 300 km long by 200 kme wide sedimentary basin that formed along the North American
continental margin during the mid-Jurassic. Sediments within the basin sit directly on the rocks of Stikinia, a
terrane which accreted to North America in the early to mid-Jurassic.

Figure 11: Regional Geological Setting
(modified from BC Geological Survey MapPlace, http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geoscience/MapPlace/Pages/default.aspx)

At this latitude, the Stikine terrane comprises three overlapping island arc assemblages, the Late Paleozoic
Stikine Assemblage, the Middle to Late Triassic Stuhini or Takla Groups and the Early to Middle Jurassic
Hazelton Group. These assemblages span a time period of some 200 Ma, and represent an extensive zone of
subduction-related volcanism and genetically-related calcalkaline and alkaline plutonism during the Late
Triassic and Early Jurassic. Widespread copper and/or gold mineralization is related to this period of
magmatism. The older rocks are intruded by Jurassic and/or Cretaceous granodiorite to quartz diorite
batholiths of the Coast Plutonic Complex.
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The Sheslay area, where the property is located, sits immediately south of Level Mountain, a Tertiary to
Quaternary aged stratovolcano. The older rocks are overlain on the northeast of the property, and to the
northwest, by Late Tertiary to Quaternary (Miocene to Pleistocene) basalt of the Level Mountain Group.
The prospective Triassic to Jurassic volcanic and plutonic rocks of Stikinia are exposed around the margins of
the Bowser Basin, and form an arcuate belt containing numerous important deposits, including KSM
(MINFILE 104B 103), Galore Creek (MINFILE 104G 090), Eskay Creek (104B 008 ) Kutcho (104I
060), Kemess (094E 094) and Red Chris (104H 005). The “Stikine Arch” refers to this highly mineralized,
prospective belt of rocks north, east and west of the Bowser Basin (Souther, 1971). The Sheslay property is
located within the Stikine Arch.
The primary structural features are large-scale northeast trending upright isoclinal folds and late northtrending, steeply dipping faults and shear zones. A major west-northwest fault is postulated along the
Hackett River valley.
7.2 Property Geology
The simplified geology of the Sheslay property area is shown in Figure 12. Detailed geological mapping
has been completed over only isolated portions of the property. Mapping is a high priority, as recommended
in Section 26 of the report.
In general, the property is underlain by highly fractured, altered volcanics and interbedded related volcanic
sediments of the Middle to Upper Triassic Stuhini Group. In the western part of the property, these rocks
have been intruded by the coeval Kaketsa pluton. A separate intrusion of similar age, intrudes the Stuhini
volcanics in the eastern part of the property and numerous dykes, related to the intrusions, occur throughout
the property.
Three main areas of copper-gold mineralization are known on the property, the Dick Creek, Copper Creek
and Pyrrhotite Creek zones. Mineralization is related to fracture zones near the contact of Kaketsa or related
intrusives with the surrounding Stuhini Group volcanics and sediments. Zones of mineralization on the
property, including Minfile occurrences, are shown on Figure 12 and are described below in Section 7.3.
Bedrock exposure on the property is variable, from less than 5% at the Dick Creek showing to near
continuous in the walls of the Copper Creek and Polar Creek canyons. At higher elevations on the property
(where observed in trench and road cuts at the Dick Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek showings) overburden depth
ranges from less than 0.5 m to in excess of 3 m. Overburden depth at lower elevations, in the Hackett River
valley is unknown but considerable, as evidenced by large sloughing events along valley walls. Portions of
the property, including a part of the Pyrrhotite Creek showing, are covered by large talus deposits that
obscure bedrock.
Panteleyev and Dudas (1972) give an excellent description of the geology in the western part of the property
(Pyrrhotite Creek area), as follows:
A number of copper occurrences are known near the contact of the Kaketsa stock with Upper Triassic volcanic
and related sedimentary rocks …
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Geology Legend to Accompany Figure 12
Miocene to Pleistocene
Level Mountain Group
MiPlL

alkaline volcanic rocks

Early Eocene
Sloko Group
ESvf

rhyolite, felsic volcanic rocks

Paleocene to Eocene
Sloko-Hyder Plutonic Suite
PeEShqp high level quartz phyric, felsitic intrusive rocks
Cretaceous to Paleocene
KPes

undivided sedimentary rocks

Lower Jurassic
Laberge Group
lJLTst

Takwahoni Formation: argillite, greywacke, wacke, conglomerate
turbidites

Upper Triassic
Stuhini Group
uTrSsv

marine sedimentary and volcanic rocks

Middle Triassic to Late Triassic
MLTrdr

dioritic intrusive rocks

MLTrqd

quartz dioritic intrusive rocks

Lower Permian
Stikine Assemblage
lPSlm

limestone, marble, calcareous sedimentary rocks

Carboniferous
CSvf

rhyolite, felsic volcanic rocks

Pennsylvanian
PnSv

undivided volcanic rocks
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The volcanic rocks are mainly porphyritic flows with lesser tuffs and tuffaceous siltstones. The flow rocks
form massive units without any discernible stratification. They are grey to dark green andesitic to basaltic
porphyries with euhedral, prismatic phenocrysts of amphibole and uralitic hornblende up to 1 centimetre
diameter in a fine-grained matrix of basic andesine and amphibole …
The Kaketsa stock is an elliptical intrusion some 2.5 by 3.5 miles in diameter. It is only slightly younger than
the volcanic pile it intrudes. Hornblende collected by the writer one-half mile west of the main showings gave
a K-Ar date of 218+/-8 million years – Middle to Upper Triassic (analysis at the University of British
Columbia). The intrusion has been forcefully emplaced as it is foliated and contains many xenoliths near its
border ranging in size from pebbles to large blocks. The intruded rocks have concordant foliation up to 200
feet from the contact and are strongly foliated for tens of feet from the stock.
The stock and related dykes in the area of interest are mainly medium-grained hornblende diorite with a
foliated appearance caused by preferred orientation of hornblende laths. Hornblende and minor augite
constitute about 25 percent of the rock and the remainder is about 60 per cent zoned plagioclase (An40-50), 6 to
8 percent quartz, 8 to 12 percent K-feldspar and lesser magnetite, epidote, chlorite, apatite, and sphene.
Portions of the contact zone and some dykes are mafic-rich gabbroic rocks that contain pyroxene a well as
hornblende and have zoned plagioclase with cores of labradorite (An55) and rims of andesine (An45). Inward
from the contact the Kaketsa stock is less foliated, coarser grained, and contains biotite and hornblende. The
core of the stock is medium to coarse-grained, equigranular quartz diorite or granodiorite. A younger stock
intrudes the northeast contact of the Kaketsa stock. Its border phase is a fine-grained quartz-bearing diorite
containing biotite, hornblende, andesine (An35-40), and some fine-grained interstitial quartz.
Minor intrusions related to the Kaketsa stock intrude volcanic rocks to the east and southeast of the main
stock. They form dykes and irregular masses separated by screens and small roof pendants of volcanic rocks.
The intrusions appear to be apophyses of the main stock or parts of a partially exhumed, irregular cupola that
may be underlain by a gently sloping flank of the main stock.
Two other groups of dykes were recognized: an early suite related to the volcanic rocks and a later suite of
monzonite and syenite intrusions that may be late differentiates of the main diorite magma. The early dykes
are diorite to diabase in composition and intrude randomly as thin bodies with no preferred trends. Except for
a more uniform, diabasic, fine-granular matrix they are virtually indistinguishable in outcrop from the
porphyritic amphibole-bearing volcanic rocks that they intrude. A less common variety of the early dykes is a
coarse andesite or basalt feldspar porphyry with prominent light weathering phenocrysts of plagioclase up to
1 centimetre in size in a fine-grained matrix.
The younger dyke suite consists of diorite to quartz diorite and leucocratic grey and pink porphyritic dykes of
monzonite and syenite. They are found throughout the area examined but are most abundant east of ‘Polar’
Creek. Syenite dykes along Polar Creek and to the east are a few feet to tens of feet wide but nearer the
contact of the stock K-feldspar-bearing dykes are generally thin. Near the contact they range in composition
from syenite to aplite an form vein-like structures of coarse K-feldspar with minor quartz and epidote. These
aplite and K-feldspar-bearing dykelets, together with injections, veins and fracture replacements may be
regarded as a type of alteration. Most commonly the alteration is seen as thin, widely spaced K-feldsparflooded fractures that also contain epidote and minor quartz, siderite, calcite and sulphides. Otherwise
alteration is generally weak and is indicated by a greenish colouration in the volcanic rocks caused by
dispersed epidote, chlorite, actinolite and magnetite that occurs mostly along fractures. Fault and fracture
zones that commonly contain thin bands of mylonite also contain stringers of quartz, sulphides, magnetite,
hematite, siderite, and calcite. A late-forming alteration consists of a soft buff to pink, fibrous mineral that
coats fracture surfaces in sheared rocks and was identified as the zeolite laumontite.

In a general sense, the preceding description of the geology of the western portion of the property by
Panteleyev and Dudas (1972) applies also to the eastern part of the property, with some additional details
noted by other authors, including Pantaleyev (1981). In the Copper Creek area, Gutrath and Sevensma
(1969) note that:
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The volcanics range in composition from rhyolite to basalt, with andesitic varieties dominating. A fine bedding
banding is commonly found in both the andesitic and rhyolitic rocks indicating that they are waterlain
sediments derived from what was probably an active volcanic terrain. Massive sections of andesite porphyry
occur with the finely bedded volcanic sediments. Some of these sections may be flows or intrusive but in the
writer's opinion, the majority of these andesitic rocks are welded crystal tuffs that have been weakly
dioritized…
The most dominant structural features are the related and irregular fracturing, shearing, and faulting in the
vicinity of the copper mineralized zone. The zone appears to have an overall north-south trend but there are no
apparent major structural controls. There appears to be at least two shearing-fault trends; one in a northeasterly direction with an indefinite dip, and one in a north-westerly direction with a steep to 50° northeast
dip. The bedding and banding is usually obscured by the intense fracturing, shearing, and surface weathering.

A large area to the east and northeast of the Sheslay property is covered by Tertiary to Quaternary basalts of
the Level Mountain Group. Subsequent glaciation and erosion has since removed these basalts from some
areas although they are still present, overlying the older rocks, in the northeast portion of the property.
7.3 Mineralization
Three main areas of copper-gold mineralization are known on the property, the Dick Creek, Copper Creek
and Pyrrhotite Creek Zones. Mineralization is related to zones of intense fracturing near the contact of the
Kaketsa or related intrusives with the surrounding Stuhini Group volcanics and volcaniclastics, and has
many of the characteristics of alkalic porphyry copper-gold mineralization. The Dick Creek and Copper
Creek occurrences are situated on the east side of the Hackett River, while the Pyrrhotite Creek showing is
located west of the river. Zones of mineralization are shown, relative to property boundaries, on Figures 2
and 12.
7.3.1. Dick Creek (Minfile 104J 035)
The majority of exploration on the property has been at the main Dick Creek zone. This showing is
located on a moderate to steep southwest-facing slope, east of the Hackett River and near the contact
of the Stuhini Group rocks with a coeval intrusion to the east. Copper-gold mineralization is hosted
both by highly fractured Stuhini Group volcanics and volcaniclastics and by a monzonite intrusive.
Mineralization is visible on surface, in outcrop, subcrop and old trenches, intermittently over an area
of 450 m x 450 m in plan, and over an elevation range of greater than 200 m.
The showing is the site of a large copper-gold soil anomaly (with no doubt some degree of
downslope dispersion) and sits on the southern flank of a strong IP chargeability anomaly. In excess
of 1350 lineal metres of trenching, plus 26 drill holes (totaling 4063 m) have tested the Dick Creek
zone. Most of the holes were collared near the eastern (topographically higher) portion of the zone
and most are relatively short holes (18 of the total 26 holes, all angle holes, are less than 150 m in
length). Most of the drilling has tested the zone within an area of 300 x 400 m. Within this area, all
holes are mineralized from the hole collar to the bottom of the hole. Hole 2007-1 tested
mineralization to the deepest level below surface (290 m), and ended in mineralization. Similarly,
holes 2004-7 and 2007-1 ended in mineralization at 271 and 286 m vertically below surface,
respectively. Mineralization remains open, both laterally and to depth, beyond the limits of trenching
and drilling.
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Some highlights of trenching and drilling are summarized below in Table 7. Results listed are
weighted average grades over the interval listed. Unless identified as “Trench” these results are for
diamond drill holes and represent the weighted average grade over the entire length of the drill hole.
Further details regarding results of trenching and drilling given in Sections 6.3.1, 9.4 and 10
respectively.
At the Dick Creek showing, chalcopyrite, pyrite and magnetite occur as disseminations, in fractures
and, to a lesser extent, in quartz veinlets, within a monzonite intrusive and within Stuhini Group
volcanics. The rocks are highly fractured and altered, with pronounced near-surface weathering. At
higher elevations, much of the copper mineralization occurs as malachite, azurite or a black copper
oxide. At lower elevations, rocks are less weathered, fracture-controlled mineralization is less
dominant and chalcopyrite, magnetite, pyrite and minor bornite occur primarily as disseminations
around mafic minerals in the intrusive rocks.

Upper Main Trench
also reported as
and as
Lower Main Trench
CC2004-01
CC2004-02
CC2004-05
CC2004-06
CC2004-07
CC2005-08
CC2005-09
CC2005-11
CC2005-12
CC2005-17
CC2005-18
CC2007-01
CC2007-02
CC2007-03
CC2007-04

Interval
m
270
216
138
30
236.90
173.10
242.30
190.20
329.40
141.30
142.08
117.36
120.95
103.85
106.68
334.67
220.36
128.66
290.17

Cu
%
0.37
0.43
0.51
0.40
0.32
0.41
0.44
0.41
0.32
0.36
0.44
0.34
0.33
0.36
0.32
0.35
0.42
0.37
0.41

Au
g/t
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.06
0.18
0.17
0.32
0.22
0.11
0.27
0.25
0.14
0.22
0.21
0.28
0.17
0.21
0.13
0.19

Table 7: Dick Creek Zone – Highlights of Trenching and Drilling

Petrographic work has characterized the alteration assemblages, and concludes that alteration is
typical of porphyry systems. As reported by Lane (2005),
It is characterized by quartz, shreddy biotite +/- K-feldspar +/- magnetite. This potassic alteration is
overprinted by chlorite +/- sericite, and a final late carbonate phase. The carbonates present include
at least two compositions (calcite, and possible ankeritic carbonate) and occur as both disseminated
grains and crosscutting veinlet infill. Gypsum is also present – possibly replacing anhydrite.
An abundance of pervasive quart to vein quart alteration was observed in drill core, especially in the
westernmost hole, where intervals meters to tens of meter thick were altered to 70-90% quartz. In
some places, especially where the quartz was banded, veined or brecciated, the alteration was
associated with better than average Cu-Au mineralization. Elsewhere, however, strong, pervasive
quartz alteration did not always ensure good Cu-Au values; in fact, it sometimes ensured the opposite.
Magnetite alteration is moderately intense to very intense. It primarily occurred as very fine
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disseminations, in hairline fractures and in very thin veins. The greatest concentrations of magnetite
noted to date occur in the laminated, flat lying tuffs. The tendency of chalcopyrite to be sometimes
associated with magnetite may make it an important and useful exploration parameter.
The limited amount of petrographic work undertaken suggested an abundance of shreddy biotite
(potassic) alteration; unfortunately, its’ very fine grain size precluded early identification in core and
outcrop. However, the tendency of disseminate chalcopyrite to occur in and around mafic minerals
suggest that shreddy biotite will be/is an important alteration mineral to log in future drill holes.
Minor to moderate amounts of potassium feldspar alteration as veins and patches was encountered in
most drill holes. Disseminated and/or vein chalcopyrite was associated with the potassium feldspar
in some places; however, in general it was not a preferred host for mineralization. Carbonate and
anhydrite veins generally appear to represent later alteration events. However, their frequent
association with moderate amounts of chalcopyrite and malachite suggests their occurrence should
always be carefully noted. A discontinuous, moderate to strong pyrite halo exists around the
mineralized area.

A 300 x 300 m copper-gold soil geochemical anomaly and coincident IP chargeability, 1 km to the
southeast of the main Dick Creek zone, is known as the Dick Creek East target. In 1996, Erin
Ventures unsuccessfully attempted to drill the Dick Creek East target, but because of equipment
problems, the drilling was abandoned after only 70 feet had been completed (Thompson, 1997).
Approximately 1 km northeast of the main Dick Creek zone, a 200 x 600 m northwest trending
copper-gold soil anomaly on the north flank of a large chargeability anomaly is known as the Dick
Creek North target. Little or no outcrop exists in the vicinity of the Dick Creek North target and it
remains untested. A separate geochemical anomaly about 500 m to the north of the Dick Creek
North target has been called the No Dick target. Travis (2004) reported narrow semi-massive
chalcopyrite veinlets hosted by relatively fresh diorite at the No Dick occurrence, with values to
11.3% Cu and 570 ppb Au. Further exploration is required to understand the geology, controls to
mineralization and extent of mineralization at the Dick Creek North and No Dick occurrences.
7.3.2. Copper Creek (Minfile 104J 005)
The Copper Creek showing is located 2.5 km southeast of the Dick Creek showing, along the same
western intrusive contact with coeval Stuhini Group volcanics and volcaniclastics. Prominent
gossans are visible along the steep walls of the Copper Creek canyon, as well as on the steep westfacing slopes above the Hackett River. The area has encouraging historic (1969-70) results from
surface rock sampling and limited shallow drilling, plus a large coincident copper-gold soil
geochemical anomaly. It lacks any modern geological mapping, rock chip sampling, trenching or
drilling.
Limited geological information regarding the showing is known from Skyline’s work in the 1969-70,
as presented by Kuran (1996), who in turn quotes from an unpublished 1969 report by Gutrath.
Gutrath’s report was unavailable to the author at the time the current report was prepared. The
following is taken verbatim from Kuran (1996),
The Copper Creek showing is described by Gutrath (1969) as “extensive zone of highly fractured and
altered volcanics carrying disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite” …
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"Chalcopyrite, associated with pyrite and pyrrhotite, is the most important economic mineral. It is
found disseminated and as irregular veinlets in the altered volcanics. Chalcopyrite is commonly found
associated with epidote, actinolite, and chlorite alteration minerals, and with the weakly serpentized
and chloritized basic volcanics. Chalcopyrite is found in the massive pyrrhotite lenses and has been
found in float for approximately 500 feet up Copper Creek from the north end of the main mineralized
zone.
Secondary azurite and malachite is found in close association with the chalcopyrite mineralization
throughout the main mineralized copper zone. These minerals are commonly leached on surface or
masked by limonitic material. However, on digging into the limonitic material it is common to find
spectacular amounts of azurite and malachite.
Small amounts of galena and sphalerite are associated with the massive pyrrhotite, pyrite and
chalcopyrite mineralization.
From 2% to 5% of finely disseminated magnetite is associated with the chalcopyrite at the north end
of the main mineralized zone.
From 2% to 10% pyrrhotite and pyrite is disseminated in the majority of the volcanic rocks exposed
along Copper Creek.
Pyrrhotite, with smaller amounts of pyrite and chalcopyrite, occurs as massive lenses up to 3 feet
wide and 12 feet long in the highly fractured and altered volcanics located to the southeast of the
main copper mineralized zone. Massive mineralization has also been found in the outcrops on the
west side of Copper Creek."

Only partial results from historic drilling are known, as described in Section 6.4.1. Highlights
include 143 feet grading 0.485% Cu in hole G-2-70. Further work is needed to fully understand the
geology, controls to mineralization and extent of mineralization at the Copper Creek showing.
Additional exploration at this showing is a high priority, as recommended in Section 26.
7.3.3. Pyrrhotite Creek (Minfile 104J 018)
The Pyrrhotite Creek showing is located 4.5 km southwest of the Dick Creek showing and 5.5 km
west of the Copper Creek showing, on the steep east-facing slopes to the west of the Hackett River.
It is hosted by highly fractured Stuhini Group volcanics and volcaniclastics, and by monzonite, near
the southeastern margin of the Kaketsa stock.
The showing has no modern (reported) work (although excavator trenching from 2006 is known, for
which results have not been located). As reported by Cukor and Sevensma (1970),
Low grade Cu mineralization, ranging 0.1% Cu or lower, is wide spread in the area in both intrusive
and volcanic rocks. Better Cu mineralization, mostly chalcopyrite and secondary malachite and
azurite, follows major fractures and shear zones trending generally NW-SE.
In the western part of the grid … there is a zone over 1,000’ wide with a number of mineralized
fractures trending about N 40° - 50°W. Individual showings are from 10’ to 100’ wide and some of
these can be traced for a few hundred feet along strike. Overburden and rock slides render
impossible to measure the showings property. Mineralization occurs in both volcanic (andesite) and
intrusive (monzonite) rocks as well as in syenite dykes in the volcanics. Chalcopyrite is closely
associated with magnetite (in places highly oxidized into limonite) and some specularite, and the
whole zone is intensely altered, especially along fractures with epidote, K-feldspar and chlorite, and
in places with secondary biotite. Sporadically, chlorite appears as fillings of fractures up to 2” to 3”
wide. Toward the SE, the zone is running under thick cover of glacial till.
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Further work is needed to fully understand the geology, controls to mineralization and extent of
mineralization at the Pyrrhotite Creek showing.
7.3.4. Other Zones of Mineralization
Other zones of known mineralization on the property include the G showing (Minfile 104J 020) and
the Polar Creek gossan zone, both located west of the Hackett River and north-northeast of the
Pyrrhotite Creek zone, and the Tin Can showing on the east side of the river and south of the Copper
Creek zone.
The G showing is located approximately 1750 m to the north of the Pyrrhotite Creek zone. It consists
of an area of anomalous copper in soils, with values to 3880 ppm Cu, from Skyline’s 1971
exploration program (Gutrath et al, 1971). Location control for the geochemical survey is poor and
these results are not included on Figure 3. The showing is mentioned in this report only because it
is identified by a Minfile number, and thus some explanation seems necessary. As reported by
Gutrath et al (1971),
Most anomalies appear elongate and are thought to be an expression of downslope migration from
localized copper showings along the intrusive-volcanic contact. This contact crosses the extreme
western portion of the grid in an approximate north-south direction.
The most interesting mineralization, coincident with high geochemical results, was … in a narrow
shear zone with a hornblende andesite near the quartz-monzonite contact.

Polar Creek is an east-northeast flowing tributary into Pyrrhotite Creek. A strong gossan zone is
exposed in the walls of canyon along the creek. As reported by Cukor and Sevensma (1970),
Chalcopyrite and secondary Cu-oxides along the fractures in highly altered volcanics and intrusives
are spread out across a length of about 2,000’. During mapping, no preferred fracture system
controlling the mineralization was found in this area … Northwest of the canyon lies a monzonite
which is moderately altered, containing low-grade disseminated sulfides enriched in places up to 1%
- 2% of chalcopyrite.

There is no further information regarding the Polar Creek gossan zone. It is a priority target for
geological mapping and sampling to assess the geology plus the style, extent and controls to
mienralization.
The precise location of the Tin Can showing is unknown, although it appears to be located in the
vicinity of Skyline’s drill holes G-70-5 and -6. The showing is described as follows by Kuran (1996),
which in turn references a 1991 report by Mosher that was unavailable to the author.
The Tin Can showing was examined by Mosher (July, 1991). He observed that the showing is a
possibly stratabound 2-3% lead-zinc occurrence hosted by tuffaceous rocks. Mineralization,
controlled by fractures, is restricted to a vertical interval of 15 metres and appears to be of limited
strike length.

8.0 DEPOSIT TYPES
Copper-gold mineralization on the Sheslay property is regarded as belonging to the alkalic porphyry
classification of mineralization style. Porphyry deposits are large bulk-mineable deposits that are genetically
related to, and occur within or adjacent to, porphyritic intrusions. Primary ore minerals are dominantly
structurally controlled and the mineralization occurs as stockworking veins, veinlets and closely spaced
fractures, or as disseminations. The mineralization occurs within large zones of hydrothermally altered rock
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(up to 10 square kilometres in size), with characteristic, large-scale zoned metal and alteration assemblages.
Higher grade zones of mineralization occur within larger areas of lower grade mineralization and deposit
boundaries are determined by economic factors.
Porphyry deposits are classified as alkalic or calc-alkalic, on the basis of host rock chemistry. Alkalic
deposits can be further subdivided on the basis of silica content, as silica-saturated or silica-undersaturated
systems. Intrusive rocks in silica saturated systems include diorite, monzodiorite and monzonite, while
silica-undersaturated systems have more strongly alkalic intrusives, such as syenites, with high
concentrations of magnetite. Alteration within these systems includes albite and potassic alteration, with
more distal propylitic alteration common (Kirkham, 1972; Panteleyev, 1995; Sinclair, 2007).
Alkalic porphyry copper-gold deposits are an important deposit type within B.C. Known B.C. examples
occur within the Quesnellia or Stikinia terranes, and occur within island arc settings in which subaerial
volcanic rocks are present. Examples of significant alkalic copper-gold porphyry deposits in B.C. include
Mount Polley, Afton, Red Chris, Galore Creek and Mt. Milligan. Typical B.C. deposits range in size from
less than 10 million tonnes to greater than 300 million tonnes, with grades in the range of 0.2-1.5% Cu, 0.20.6 g/t Au and >2 g/t Ag. Mo content is negligible.
Several notable alkalic porphyry copper-gold deposits occur in the Stikine Arch, in the general vicinity of the
Sheslay property. Two such examples are described below. The author cautions the reader that information
pertaining to these deposits has not been verified by the author, nor is this information necessarily indicative
of what may be contained on the subject property.
The Red Chris deposit is located 135 km southeast of the Sheslay property. Imperial Metals Corp. has
received provincial and federal environmental approvals for a 30,000 ton per day open pit mine, which is
expected to begin operation in early 2014. The deposit has NI 43-101 compliant Proven and Probable
Reserves of 301.5 million tonnes grading 0.359% Cu and 0.274 g/t Au, plus a Measured and Indicated
Resource of 936.2 million tonnes grading 0.374% Cu and 0.385g/t Au, at a cut-off grade of 0.3% copper
equivalent (calculated using a copper price of US$3.00/lb and a gold price of US$1,200/oz). The deposit is
hosted by the Lower Jurassic Red Stock, which has intruded Stuhini Group volcanics and volcaniclastics
(Gillstrom et al, 2012).
The Galore Creek deposit, located 105 km southwest of the Sheslay property, is another alkalic porphyry
copper-gold example in the Stikine Arch. The deposit is hosted by Stuhini Group rocks close to the contact
with coeval and younger alkalic intrusives. Teck and NovaGold began development of the Galore Creek
deposit in 2007, but suspended operations due to escalating capital costs. The deposit has NI 43-101
compliant Proven and Probable Reserves of 528 million tonnes grading 0.6% Cu, 0.32 g/t Au and 6.02 g/t
Ag, plus a Measured and Indicated Resource totaling 287 million tonnes at a grade of 0.33% Cu and 0.27 g/t
Au, using a C$10.08 NSR cut-off. A 2011 Prefeasibility Study proposes a 95,000 tonne per day mining and
milling operation and projects life of mine production of 6.2 billion pounds of copper, 4.0 million ounces of
gold and 65.8 million ounces of silver (Gill et al, 2011). Environmental baseline work is ongoing at Galore
Creek and a 10,000 metre drill program is planned for 2013.
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9.0 EXPLORATION
Prosper Gold Corp. has not completed any exploration work on the Sheslay property. Since this report is
being submitted in support of a Qualifying Transaction, work on the property by the vendor (Firesteel
Resources Inc.) is described in this section of the report. Historical exploration by previous operators is
described in Section 6 of this report.
From 2003 to 2011, Firesteel Resources completed in excess of $1.7 million in exploration on the property,
as summarized below in Table 8 and described by Travis (2004), Lane (2005), Young (2008), Ledwon and
Beck (2010), Ledwon and Rensby (2011) and Hammon and Ledwon (2011). Expenditures for work
completed in the past 3 years totals $118,661. The majority of Firesteel’s work was in the Dick Creek area.
A lesser amount of work was completed at the Pyrrhotite Creek target.
Results of geophysics, soil and rock geochemistry and trenching by Firesteel Resources are discussed below.
A major contribution by Firesteel was a data compilation program undertaken in 2011 (Ledwon and Rensby,
2011), which is described below in Section 9.5. Drill results are presented in Section 10.
Year of Work (Reference)

Expenditure
$112,000

Work Performed
IP, mag, soil and rock
sampling

2004
(Lane, 2005)

$454,000

Drilling, trenching,
soil & rock sampling,
petrographic work

2005-2008

$1,040,500

Drilling, trenching,
topographic survey

$22,883

Prospecting, rock
sampling, 2007 core
study

$53,733

Compile historic data
into GIS database,
rock sampling,
backpack drilling

$42,045

Geological mapping,
rock sampling

2003
(Travis, 2004)

(Young, 2008)

2010
(Ledwon & Beck, 2010

Spring 2011
(Ledwon & Rensby, 2011)

Fall 2011
(Hammon & Ledwon, 2011)

Summary of Results
Soil/IP coverage extended E-NE of existing
grid. Dick Creek North geochem anomaly
extended to 200 x 600 m in size. New geochem
anomaly identified 500 m to the north. 3 large
coincident IP chargeability anomalies were
defined, with coincident Cu-Au soil anomalies.
Trenching at Dick Creek returned 0.43% Cu,
0.25 g/t Au over 216 m. 7 holes drilled; results
include 242.3 m @ 0.44% Cu, 0.32 g/t Au.
Geochem grid extended to NE and Dick Creek
North anomaly enlarged.
Additional drilling in Dick Creek area (12
holes, 2005; 4 holes, 2007) confirms and
expands area of mineralization. Significant
trenching done at Pyrrhotite Creek and Dick
Creek targets. A detailed (5 m contour) base
map was prepared for the property.
Identify ultramafics in high magnetic area near
Dick Creek North target. High Cu values
returned from rock samples SE of Dick Creek
showing. Core photographic record completed.
A thorough compilation of historic trench, drill,
geochemical and geophysical data was done so
that data could be input into a GIS program.
Prospecting and sampling at Dick Creek North
identified copper mineralization in subcrop.
Geological mapping and rock sampling done at
Dick Creek and Dick Creek North showings (98
samples) to understand relationship between
lithology and mineralization.

Table 8 - Firesteel Resources Inc., Exploration Work Summary
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9.1 Soil Geochemistry
In 2003, Firesteel completed additional soil geochemistry in the Dick Creek-Copper Creek area. As
described by Travis (2004), Firesteel’s 2003 grid adjoined and slightly overlapped the previous soil grid, and
extended coverage to the north to cover the newly discovered Dick Creek North showing. A total of 460 soil
samples were collected from the 2003 grid. Most of the samples (395) were collected at 25 m sample
spacing, along 250 m spaced, northeast-trending grid lines. The remaining samples were collected from
infill lines in the Dick Creek North area. Samples were collected from depths of 10-20 cm, and where
possible from B horizon soil. Variable surficial conditions were noted which could affect the
representativeness of samples, and the interpretation of results. In some cases, samples could not be
collected, or were not good B horizon soil, due to swampy conditions and the associated thick organic
accumulation. In some areas, thick glacial sand and gravel was noted and it was also not possible to collect
soil from the B horizon. Soil samples were placed in kraft bags, which were marked with grid coordinates.
Sample sites were marked in the field by flagging and by cedar stakes with aluminum tags on which the grid
coordinates were marked. GPS readings were taken of all sample locations. Samples were hung to dry in
camp before packing in rice bags and delivering to the laboratory. In 2004, Firesteel further extended the
soil grid to the northeast, to test the continuation of the Dick Creek North anomaly (Lane, 2005).
Results from the 2003 and 2004 soil grids have been combined with other soil sample results from the Dick
Creek-Copper Creek area, and are shown on Figures 3 and 4 (included earlier in the report). The 2003-4 soil
surveys were successful in expanding the size of the copper geochemical anomaly at the Dick Creek North
zone to 200 x 600 m in size, and in defining a new copper-gold anomaly about 500 m to the north of this.
9.2 Geophysics
In 2003, Firesteel completed 10.345 line km of IP and ground magnetometer surveys over the grid extension
described above in Section 9.1. Geophysical surveys were completed under contract by Scott Geophysics of
Vancouver. As described by Travis (2004), ground magnetometer readings were taken at 25 m intervals on
250 m spaced lines. The IP survey employed an array with n=5, and with readings taken every 50 m along
the 250 m spaced lines. The 2003 IP survey was designed to overlap the 1980 IP survey, to confirm and
establish the location of historic anomalies, and to extend coverage to the east-northeast. The 2003
geophysical results have been incorporated into Figures 5, 6 and 7, included earlier in the report.
As shown on Figure 5, the 2003 ground magnetic survey outlined a large area of high magnetic response in
the eastern part of the grid. This may be, in part, reflecting the younger (Miocene) Level Mountain volcanics
which cap the Triassic intrusives and volcanics in this area. During 2010, outcrops of ultramafic rocks were
also noted in this area, which explain at least a portion of the magnetic high.
Two strong IP chargeability anomalies were defined by the 2003 survey. The Dick Creek North
geochemical anomaly sits on the north flank of one of these anomalies. A second high chargeability is
located in the extreme northeast corner of the survey area, 500 m north of the Dick Creek North zone.
9.3 Rock Sampling
Firesteel Resources completed prospecting and rock sampling programs on the property, as described below.
In all cases, samples were grab samples, collected at irregular intervals from outcrop or subcrop, to disclose
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the presence or absence of mineralization. They were not intended to be representative of average grade, and
results should not be interpreted as such. For all samples, GPS coordinates were noted. Appendix 2 contains
descriptions and results, for select elements, for all of the 2010-2011 rock samples.
Results for the 2010-2011 rock sampling programs are shown, for Cu, Au and Ag, on Figures 13a-c.
Highlights are presented below in Table 9 and described below.
Sample

Easting

Northing

Target Area

E5216718
E5216719
E5216720
E5216732
E5216734
E5216743
E5216747
E5216749
E5216751
E5216752
E5216754
E5216755
E5216756
E5216759
E5216761
E5216764
E5216766
E5216769
E5216771
E5216772
E5216773
E5216786
E5216803
E5216804
E5216805
E5216807
E5216808
E5216809
E5216811
E5216812
132502
132505
132512
132515
848863
848865
848957
848958
848959

339891
339888
339591
339319
339567
339423
339526
339838
339841
339855
339963
339947
339943
339903
339459
339722
339494
339702
339813
339742
339661
340561
339844
339765
339698
339695
339854
339474
339540
339744
340525
340561
340615
340635
339537
339445
339942
339584
339549

6458257
6458254
6458169
6458086
6457997
6458164
6458107
6458037
6458038
6458089
6458143
6458136
6458137
6458087
6458225
6458141
6458397
6458235
6458259
6458241
6458340
6459105
6458357
6458401
6458431
6458351
6458038
6457876
6457930
6458439
6458998
6459024
6459082
6458931
6457921
6457875
6458137
6457961
6457958

Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek –S area
Dick Creek –S area
Dick Creek –SE area
Dick Creek –SE area
Dick Creek –SE area
Dick Creek –SE area
Dick Creek –SE area
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek –W area
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek –S area
Dick Creek -SW area
Dick Creek -SW area
Dick Creek
Dick Creek North
Dick Creek North
Dick Creek North
Dick Creek North
Dick Creek -SW area
Dick Creek -SW area
Dick Creek -SE area
Dick Creek -SW area
Dick Creek -SW area

Ag
ppm
0.8
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.8
0.1
1.7
1.3
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.9
2.5
0.1
0.4
1.3
0.3
0.1
2.1
1.6
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.9
4.7
0.5
8.7
0.2
0.4
0.2
4.2
0.8
<0.3
0.3
2.8

Au
ppb
125
207
8
2
3
100
4
134
225
220
69
188
8
21
58
155
8
92
734
83
38
232
180
68
21
114
177
24
495
66
13
120
33
4
<2 ppm
<2 ppm
<2 ppm
<2 ppm
<2 ppm

Table 9 - Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Results
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Cu
ppm
82200
32800
1590
1140
1730
7730
1150
172000
2670
3940
1900
13100
4870
9808
1760
11200
1350
38300
23300
18600
1310
4370
12800
1030
1530
1110
1310
2710
27500
1120
13770
3017
2261
1521
16180
1220
2085
1352
6822

Mo
ppm
1.2
1.9
5.0
0.6
0.4
6.3
0.9
5.8
3.7
4.4
14.3
6.4
4.4
3.1
139.0
20.8
0.8
17.9
6.3
6.5
3.0
0.9
4.6
6.8
5.7
2.8
6.8
15.7
2.5
3.4
2.1
6.7
0.2
<0.1
2.0
1.0
3.0
<1
<1

Cu
%
8.22
3.28

17.20

1.31

1.12
3.83
2.33
1.86

1.28

2.75
1.38

1.62
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Further details of the 2010-2011 rock sampling program are as follows. In 2010, Firesteel carried out
prospecting and rock sampling (26 samples), in conjunction with a site visit to determine the extent of
damage caused by a recent forest fire (Ledwon and Beck, 2010). Sampling was helicopter-supported
reconnaissance-type sampling from parts of the property that were not accessible by ATV trail (including the
area of high magnetics indicated from the 2003 geophysical survey). Sampling was also done in the vicinity
of the Dick Creek showing. In the area north of the Dick Creek North showing, outcrops of hornblende-rich
ultramafic rocks were identified within the area of high magnetic response. High copper values were
returned from several samples collected in the vicinity of the 1977 United Cambridge TR1W (to the
southwest of the Dick Creek showing, well outside the area tested by drilling), including sample 848863 that
returned 1.618% Cu, sample 848865 (1220 ppm Cu), sample 848958 (1352 ppm Cu) and sample 848959
(6822 ppm Cu). One sample collected along the ATV trail east of drill hole CC2005-15, in an area not
previously tested by any trenching or drilling, returned 2085 ppm Cu (sample 848957) suggesting that the
Dick Creek zone may remain open to the southeast.
In the spring of 2011, Firesteel conducted further prospecting and rock sampling to explore the Dick Creek
North target (Ledwon and Rensby, 2011). A small backpack drill program (18.45 m, AQ core) was
completed in the same area as part of this program. Individual holes ranged from 0.33 m to 3.5 m in depth.
This backpack drilling is best considered as bedrock sampling information, rather than drill hole data. In
total 36 samples were collected (19 rock samples and 17 core samples). For backpack holes, whole core
samples were taken. Generally a single sample was collected from each hole, representing the entire core
from the top to the bottom of that drill hole. The 2011 program was successful in identifying copper
mineralization in subcrop and outcrop at the Dick Creek North showing. Sample 132502 was a sample of
fractured, quartz flooded, bleached andesite with magnetite, pyrite, chalcopyrite and chalcocite veining and
with strong malachite staining. It assayed 1.37% Cu. Sample 132505 was collected from subcrop about 45
m to the northeast. It was a sample of silicified and sericite altered andesite with 3% disseminated pyrite that
returned 3017 ppm Cu. Other samples of interest from the Dick Creek North area were 132512 (2261 ppm
Cu) and 132515 (1521 ppm Cu).
In the fall of 2011, Firesteel completed a program of geological mapping and rock sampling at the Dick
Creek and Dick Creek North targets (Hammon and Ledwon, 2011). The program was designed to
understand the relationship between host rock (lithology and alteration) and mineralization. A total of 98
surface grab samples were collected. The work showed that, at the Dick Creek zone, monzonite porphyry
and the contact between monzonite porphyry and andesite are the most favorable units for mineralization.
Results including 8.22% Cu (sample E5216718), 3.83% Cu (sample E5216769), 3.28% Cu (sample
E5216719), 2.33% Cu (sample E5216771), among others, were returned from the Dick Creek zone, in the
area that is tested by trenching and drilling. Sampling also revealed copper mineralization in rock samples
from outcrop, to the south, southwest, southeast and west of the area that has been drilled and trenched.
Sampling to follow-up on the results of sample 848957, to the southeast of the limits of trenching or drilling,
continued to show elevated copper values. Rock samples from this area included E5216752 (3940 ppm Cu),
E5216754 (1900 ppm Cu), E5216755 (1.31% Cu), E5216756 (4870 ppm Cu) and E5216759 (9808 ppm Cu).
Samples collected west of the area tested by trenching and drilling also returned elevated copper values,
suggesting that mineralization may also extend to the west beyond the area tested (i.e. sample E5216732,
1140 ppm Cu; E5216734, 1730 ppm Cu; E5216743, 7730 ppm Cu; E5216747, 1150 ppm Cu; E5216761,
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1760 ppm Cu and 139 ppm Mo; E5216766, 1350 ppm Cu; E5216786, 4370 ppm Cu). Samples collected to
the south (and downhill) from drill hole collars CC2005-15 and -16 also showed elevated copper values.
Sample E5216749 from this area was a boulder, which assayed 17.2% Cu. Nearby, samples E5216751 and
E5216808 were outcrop samples that ran 2670 ppm Cu and 1310 ppm Cu, respectively. Finally, two
samples from the vicinity of the 1977 United Cambridge TR, to the southwest of the main area of trenching
and drilling, returned elevated copper values (E5216809, 2710 ppm Cu; E5216811, 2.75% Cu).
9.4 Trenching
In excess of 1350 m of excavator trenching was completed at the Dick Creek showing between 2004 and
2006. This included re-excavation and/or resampling of 1977 bulldozer trenches by United Cambridge.
Results for the 2004 trenching program are presented in detail by Lane (2005). The locations of trenches, are
shown on Figure 8 and trench sample results are summarized below in Table 10 and shown on Figure 8a.
Results listed in Table 10 are weighted average grades over the interval listed. On Figure 8a, these weighted
average values are showed as colour-scaled bars, along the length of the trench, with select results shown in
text. As shown on Figure 8a, the 2004 excavator trenches tested the Dick Creek showing over an area of
approximately 300 m east-west x 400 m north-south. Good results were returned within the central, south
and eastern portions of this area. United Cambridge’s 1977 TR1W (and the 2003 partial resampling of this
trench) exposes mineralization a further 150 m to the southwest.
Trench

Operator

Year

CC-TR-2003-21
CC-TR-2003-12
Upper Main3
also reported as
and as
and
and
and
Lower Main
and
and
North-South
Eastern
No Bear
No. 1 East Loop
No. 2 East Loop
No. 3 East Loop
Rain

Firesteel
Firesteel
Firesteel

2003
2003
2004

Firesteel

2004

Firesteel
Firesteel
Firesteel
Firesteel
Firesteel
Firesteel
Firesteel

2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004

Interval
m
24
40
270
216
138
32
94
36
30
16
18
80
18
78
24
12
36
5.3

Cu
%
0.51
0.35
0.37
0.43
0.51
0.13
0.25
0.19
0.40
0.19
0.31
0.20
0.18
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.13

1

Firesteel’s trench CC-TR-2003-2 is a partial resampling of United Cambridge’s 1977 TR1W
Firesteel’s trench CC-TR-2003-1 is a partial resampling of United Cambridge’s 1977 TR2W
3
Firesteel’s Upper Main trench is a re-excavation and extension of United Cambridge’s 1977 TR2W
2

Table 10: Dick Creek Zone – Firesteel Trench Results
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Au
g/t
0.14
0.32
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.41
0.12
0.05
0.06
0.03
0.33
0.11
0.09
0.14
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.13
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The 2003 program involved sampling from historic (1977 United Cambridge) trenches at the Dick Creek
showing. Continuous linear 2 or 3 m chip samples were collected from exposed rock in the historic trenches.
In 2004, Firesteel used a very small, light backhoe (Candig Mini-Excavator) to re-dig the historic trenches at
the Dick Creek showing and to dig several additional trenches. Continuous rock chip samples were collected
from trenches, at 2 to 4 m intervals. During the author’s site visit, metal tags embossed with sample
numbers were noted along the edges of (+/-) reclaimed excavator trenches. Linear chip samples are those in
which continuous rock chips are collected along a line, across the sample interval. Chip sampling is an
appropriate first-pass method of obtaining a reasonable indication of grade and width from outcrop. The
principal problem with chip sampling is a preferential breaking of softer rock, which results in an overrepresentation of this material in a given interval. A large sample size helps to ensure a representative
sample.
Additional trenching was completed at the Dick Creek showing (2005, 2006?), but trench locations and
results have not yet been located. No trenching has been completed at the Copper Creek zone. During the
author’s site visit, evidence of considerable excavator trenching (and related trench sampling) was observed
at the Pyrrhotite Creek showing. This trenching was apparently completed by Firesteel during 2005 or 2006
(personal communication, Ken Worthing, equipment operator for Firesteel). Documentation of this work has
not yet been located.
9.5 Data Compilation
A major contribution to the Sheslay project was a compilation of previous data undertaken in 2011 by
Firesteel Resources Inc. This compilation work has allowed the geochemical, geophysical, trench and drill
information for the property to be input into a GIS program for better understanding and interpretation.
Methodology is described by Ledwon and Rensby (2011):
In early 2011, Firesteel Resources supplied UTM Exploration Services Ltd. (UTM) with all their exploration
data from 2004 forward, for the creation of both drillhole and prospecting/ trenching databases ...
The data were poorly organized and discontinuous, but with some effort all but the 2005 drill logs were found.
The original 2005 handwritten drill logs, with the exception of hole CC2005 -8, were eventually located at the
Firesteel office... Older data were derived from BC Ministry of Energy and Mines Assessment Reports, which
Firesteel supplied, and these reports can be found online through the BC Mineral Titles Online or ARIS
websites. As many data as possible were extracted from the reports but this amounts to a very minor collection
as most reports did not allow for georeferencing of data. Maps and data in the reports do not have coordinates
that are decipherable, making it impossible t o properly locate them on the present properties...
UTM was unable to incorporate past data from Pyrrhotite Creek, with the exception of recent prospecting.
Data were not georeferencable or were too incomplete. However, that does not negate this data as old soil
grids give anomalous zones of interest while old drilling and trenching give good indications as to where future
work might be carried out.
Drillhole Database
Drillhole data were derived solely from Firesteel -supplied materials. Drilling prior to 2004 has been reported but
the precise locations for holes were not noted, rendering downhole data unusable …
Several different assay packages were used for collecting data throughout the years. All available assay data were
entered into the database and separated by year when different assay parameters were used (e.g. P assayed in %
or ppm, year-dependent). Often, samples were reassayed when copper (Cu) values exceeded a maximum
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value - 1% was often the chosen parameter but it has not been consistent—and these values have been
converted into the Cu ppm value as the Cu% value column is an incomplete dataset.
Drill data for 2007 was particularly difficult to deal with as holes were partially drilled, then re-entered and
drilled deeper. Unfortunately, it was not that simple in reality. Based upon conversations with R. Young,
P.Geo, who oversaw part of the 2007 drilling and with the UTM crew that prospected/ sampled in 2010, not
all holes were re-entered but some were in fact restarted on slightly different azimuths and dips (casing for
these holes was left in the ground). The drill was also moved slightly for each restart, so hole coordinates are
also incorrect. To accommodate this, azimuths and dips were slightly altered to avoid overlap of drillholes.
Since the casing is still intact, a rough azimuth and dip could be calculated, but which hole name equals
which extension could only be “guesstimated” by plotting all possible combinations for each set of extensions
and determining which combination made the recorded lithology work best.
Sampling errors were made during the 2007 drill program and it is not clear whether these issues were properly
solved. There are notes regarding this problem attached to the log for one drill hole, and there is another
drillhole where a 3cm sample was taken. Since the following sample was greater than 3m, it can be
assumed this is a data entry error but as it is on the original log, there is no way to find information to correct
this. These errors occurred because there was no on-site geologist to oversee that proper procedures were being
followed...
Prospecting/ Trenching Database
Prospecting and trenching data were derived from a combination of Firesteel- supplied data and Ministry
Assessment Reports, and suffer from the same issues as the drilling data. Proper mapping of sample
locations and trenches was limited at best. For example, old reports contain maps of trenches but proper maps
for locating the trenches with even limited precision (ie +/ - 100m) do not exist, so even t he ability to later
ground-truth these data is close to impossible. Multiple other trenching and clearing events occurred but
were not clearly reported/mapped.
Some georeferencing of prospected samples and trenches was possible, with reasonable accuracy (ie +/- 5m),
when the original mapping of these trenches was accurate…
Soil Sampling and Geophysics
Many different grids for soil sampling and geophysics were created during previous exploration projects on
the claims. As with other data, these programs di d not properly document locations of the grid well enough
to render any data reportable. That said, rough locations can be ascertained and all of this data,
including contour maps for copper -in-soil, resistivity, etc, can be used as excellent tools for future exploration
simply by reviewing semi -accurate maps from Assessment Report PDF files.

The 2003 ground magnetics and IP survey data were stored digitally and are fully NI43-101 compliant as well
as an excellent tool for exploration…

10.0

DRILLING

Prosper Gold Corp. has not completed any drilling on the Sheslay property. Since this report is being
submitted in support of a Qualifying Transaction, drilling by the vendor (Firesteel Resources Inc.) is
described in this section of the report. Historical drilling is described previously, in Section 6 of this report.
Between 2004 and 2007, Firesteel completed 26 holes (4074 m) at the Dick Creek zone, as summarized
below in Table 11. Firesteel’s drill core is stored at the Sheslay camp and is in very good condition.
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Year

2004
2005
2007
Total:
1
2

Number of
Holes

Total Length
Drilled (m)

91
132
4
26 holes

1571
1524
979
4074 m

May 27, 2013

Operator

Firesteel Resources
Firesteel Resources
Firesteel Resources

Target

Dick Creek
Dick Creek
Dick Creek

Reference

Lane (2005)
Young (2008)
Young (2008)

includes CC2004-01A & 06A drilled to re-test the top portions of holes CC-2004-1 and CC2004-6, in hopes of achieving better core recovery
includes CC2005-11a, also re-drilled for better near surface core recovery

Table 11:- Summary of Firesteel Drilling

At the time of drilling, none of the drill hole collars were surveyed, and none were located using Differential
GPS. Many of the historic drill sites are now difficult to identify in the field because of subsequent ground
disturbance. None of the specific hole collars are marked, labeled or identified in any way.
The author did review the drill hole database provided by Firesteel and noted some errors. These include
typographic errors that result in conflicting from/to lengths for adjacent samples, as well as gaps in the
down-hole sample information. The drill hole database requires verification and correction by checking
against original drill logs and original assay sheets. This original information was only, in part, available to
the author. Recommendations are included in Section 26 that continued attempts be made to obtain a
complete data package for the historic data, and that the drill hole database be validated against these original
records.
For this report, average grade for each drill hole was recalculated by the author, using the conservative
assumption that any unreported intervals within the hole returned a grade of 0% Cu and 0 g/t Au. In the 2007
drill program, 3 of the holes were re-entered and holes extended, in some cases as many as 2 times in a
particular drill hole. Because of poor ground condition and hole caving between the first time it was drilled
and subsequent re-entries, the same down-hole interval may have been cored and sampled more than once.
The author has chosen to use sample information from the first attempt at drilling a particular interval and to
disregard any samples from the overlapping interval sampled upon hole re-entry.
Drill hole collar specifications are listed below in Table 12, and hole traces are shown on Figure 8. Drill
holes completed during 2004 (and 2005?) were BTW (42 mm core diameter) in size, while those completed
in 2007 were NQ in size (47.6 mm core diameter). Bedrock is extremely fractured. This resulted in poor
drill recovery in places. Information regarding core recovery is unavailable for some drill holes.
Note that 3 of the 26 holes drilled by Firesteel (CC2004-1a, CC2004-6a, CC2005-11a) were short holes
which were re-drilled from the same location as the initial hole by the same number, in an attempt to
improve near-surface core recovery. Also note that, for 3 drill holes (CC2007-1, CC2007-2, CC2007-4)
holes were re-entered and extended to depth, up to 2 times per hole. Total depth reported for these holes in
Table 12 is the final depth of the last hole extension.
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Hole Number
CC2004-01
CC2004-01A
CC2004-02
CC2004-03
CC2004-04
CC2004-05
CC2004-06
CC2004-06a
CC2004-07
CC2005-08
CC2005-09
CC2005-10
CC2005-11
CC2005-11a
CC2005-12
CC2005-13
CC2005-14
CC2005-15
CC2005-16
CC2005-17
CC2005-18
CC2005-19
CC2007-01
CC2007-02
CC2007-03
CC2007-04

Easting

Northing

339748
339748
339748
339697
339697
339805
339850
339850
339746
339805
339850
339895
339895
339895
339835
339908
339490
339854
339854
339791
339791
339791
339837
339837
339839
339838

6458240
6458240
6458240
6458233
6458233
6458258
6458261
6458261
6458141
6458258
6458261
6458250
6458250
6458250
6458349
6458358
6458370
6458083
6458083
6458119
6458119
6458119
6458358
6458358
6458358
6458360

May 27, 2013
Elevation
m
1101
1101
1101
1092
1092
1103
1109
1109
1053
1103
1109
1115
1115
1115
1143
1144
1180
1062
1062
1052
1052
1052
1132
1132
1132
1132

Azimuth
360
360
180
360
180
360
360
360
360
180
180
180
360
360
180
180
8
360
180
360
100
270
270
270
90
45

Dip
-55
-50
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-70
-55
-60
-60
-50
-50
-55
-60
-60
-45
-51
-50
-50
-45
-50
-60
-80
-60
-80

Depth
m
239.87
22.86
173.12
240.78
108.50
242.30
190.19
22.86
330.38
145.08
145.08
124.05
118.87
15.24
122.53
118.87
120.40
158.50
134.72
106.05
106.68
102.11
334.67
220.36
128.66
290.17

Table 12: Dick Creek Zone – Drill Hole Collar Specifications

As shown on Figure 8, 25 of the 26 drill holes tested the Dick Creek zone over an area of 300 x 400 m.
Mineralization remains open in all directions, and to depth. Trenching encountered mineralization on
surface, 300 m west-southwest of the limits of this drilling. All of the Dick Creek drill holes within this 300
x 400 m area intersected copper-gold mineralization for the entire length of the hole, as summarized below in
Table 13. Mineralization is well tested within this area, over a vertical range of about 150 m. Only 6 holes
extended more than 200 m vertically below surface. Of these, only 3 reached depths of more than 250 m
vertically below surface. Holes CC2004-7, CC2007-1 and CC2007-4 were the deepest tests of
mineralization, bottoming in mineralization at elevations of 782 m, 842 and 846 m ASL respectively.
Intervals reported in Table 13 are weighted average grades from collar to end of hole. Any intervals
returning greater than 1% Cu or greater than 1 g/t Au are noted. Further drilling is required to define the
extents and orientation of mineralization, and to determine the relationship between sample length and true
width of mineralization.
Of interest is the fact that only mineralized dykes were intersected in drilling and that no barren dykes were
observed (Lane, 2005). Note that CC2005-14, listed in Table 13, was drilled 200 m west of the main area
and encountered only low grade copper-gold values.
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Hole Number

From (collar) To (EOH)
m

CC2004-01
including
and
and

CC2004-01a
including

CC2004-02
CC2004-03
CC2004-04
CC2004-05
including
and
and
and

CC2004-06
CC2004-06a
CC2004-07
CC2005-08
including

CC2005-09
CC2005-10
CC2005-11
CC2005-11a
CC2005-12
including
and

CC2005-13
CC2005-14
CC2005-15
CC2005-16
CC2005-17
CC2005-18
CC2005-19
CC2007-011
including
and
and
and

CC2007-021
including
and

CC2007-03
CC2007-041
including
and
and
and
and
1

May 27, 2013
Interval

Cu

m

%

g/t

m

Au

3.00

239.90

236.90

0.32

0.18

14.00
25.00
41.00

18.00
27.00
45.00

4.00
2.00
4.00

2.00
1.08
1.40

0.77
0.47
1.17

0.17

0.00

22.90

22.90

0.52

16.80

18.30

1.52

1.07

0.23

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

173.10
240.80
108.50
242.30

173.10
240.80
108.50
242.30

0.41
0.23
0.19
0.44

0.17
0.06
0.06
0.32

0.00
30.20
42.00
48.00

10.00
33.00
45.00
52.30

10.00
2.80
3.00
4.30

1.26
1.18
1.24
0.87

0.99
1.20
1.24
1.08

0.00
0.00
1.00
3.80

190.20
22.00
330.40
145.10

190.20
22.00
329.40
141.30

0.41
0.33
0.32
0.36

0.22
0.17
0.11
0.27

13.80

17.80

4.00

1.17

0.47

3.00
3.65
1.50
1.25
1.58

145.08
124.05
118.87
15.24
122.53

142.08
120.40
117.36
13.99
120.95

0.44
0.28
0.34
0.47
0.33

0.25
0.11
0.14
0.25
0.22

91.14
105.00

96.32
107.14

5.18
2.14

1.19
1.40

0.72
0.74

1.50
0.91
1.52
3.66
2.20
0.00
6.10
2.74

118.87
120.40
158.50
134.72
106.05
106.68
102.11
337.41

117.37
119.49
156.98
131.06
103.85
106.68
96.01
334.67

0.21
0.06
0.29
0.26
0.36
0.32
0.26
0.35

0.09
0.06
0.22
0.15
0.21
0.28
0.09
0.17

8.84
102.71
130.14
133.19

10.84
104.24
131.67
134.72

2.00
1.53
1.53
1.53

1.00
1.55
1.24
1.17

0.25
1.00
0.46
0.38

2.74

223.10

220.36

0.42

0.21

8.80
18.25

18.25
21.00

9.45
2.75

1.03
0.12

0.18
1.16

0.00
3.04

128.66
293.21

128.66
290.17

0.37
0.41

0.13
0.19

20.42
44.81
47.85
104.24
223.11

26.51
46.33
49.38
105.77
224.63

6.09
1.52
1.53
1.53
1.52

>1.00
>1.00
>1.00
0.15
>1.00

0.41
0.50
0.58
1.68
0.36

includes hole extensions; note that overlapping footages has occurred in some cases, due to re-entering holes in badly fractured ground.

Table 13: Dick Creek Zone Drill Results (all holes, all top to bottom)
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As described by Lane (2005), the 2004 drill holes was completed along 50 m spaced, north-south section
lines. Near surface, the rock was highly fractured and core recovery was problematic. Drill mobilization
and drill moves was done by helicopter, but access for drill crews was by ATV from the Sheslay camp. All
holes were logged, core recovery noted and core was split or sawn and holes were sampled from top to
bottom. Sample intervals typically ranged from 2, 3 or 4 m, but occasionally were shorter or longer. Drill
logs and original assay certificates are available for 2004 drill core.
The 2005 drill program is summarized by Young (2008) but details regarding sampling methodology are
absent. Core logs are not available for these drill holes, nor are core recoveries known. While sample
intervals and results have been incorporated into a drill hole database (Ledwon and Rensby, 2011), original
documentation regarding these samples (including original assay certificates) were not available to the
author at the time this report was prepared.
Young (2008) describes the 2007 drill program. Core was sawn and continuous half-core samples were
collected from top to bottom of each drill hole. Sample tags were placed in the core box to mark the
samples. Sample interval was generally either 1.52 or 3.05 m. A geologist was not always present on site
during the 2007 drill program. Core was incompletely logged and core recovery is not noted. The 2007 drill
core was not photographed at the time of drilling, but was subsequently photographed by the company in
2010. Original assay certificates are available for 2007 drill core.
Additional drilling at the Dick Creek showing is a high priority, as recommended in Section 26. In
particular, drilling should attempt to define the depth extent of mineralization.

11.0

SAMPLING PREPARATION, ANALYSES AND SECURITY

Prosper Gold Corp. has not completed any sampling on the Sheslay property and no employee, officer,
director or associate of Prosper Gold Corp. has been involved in any aspect of historic sampling or historic
sample preparation.
From 2003-2011, Firesteel Resources employed a number of different sample preparation and analytical
techniques, as follows. Most of the reports describing this work do not discuss any quality control/quality
assurance programs implemented by the company, and most do not describe sample security.
2003: Soil and rock samples were submitted to Eco-Tech Laboratory in Kamloops for preparation and
analysis for gold and a multi-element ICP suite (Travis, 2004). Soil samples were screened to -80 mesh.
Rock samples were crushed in two stages to -10 mesh, then pulverized in a ring pulverizer to -140 mesh.
Multi-element ICP analysis was done on a 0.5 gm split, following digestion in an aqua regia solution. Gold
analyses were by atomic absorption, on a 30 gm sample following aqua regia digestion. An internal quality
control program was implemented by the laboratory, but no company-inserted blanks or standards were used
and field duplicate samples were not collected. Samples were personally delivered to the laboratory by the
consulting geologist.
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2004: Trench and drill core samples were submitted to Eco-Tech Laboratory in Kamloops for preparation
and analysis for gold and a multi-element ICP suite, as above. Copper assays were also done on trench and
drill core samples (Lane, 2004).
2005: The 2005 trenching and drilling program is summarized by Young (2008) but details regarding
analytical laboratory, sample preparation and analytical technique are absent.
2007: Core samples from the 2007 drill holes was submitted to Assayers Canada in Vancouver for
preparation and analysis. Samples were crushed in a 2-stage process to -10 mesh, then a 250 gram split was
pulverized in a ring mill to -150 mesh. Multi-element ICP analysis was done on a 0.5 gm split, following
digestion in an aqua regia solution. Copper assay by Atomic Absorption methods, was done on all samples
returning copper values of greater than 0.3% Cu by ICP. Gold analyses were by Fire Assay/AA.
2010: Rock samples were grab samples, which were delivered by helicopter to Dease Lake, then by truck
to the Acme Analytical preparation laboratory in Smithers. Preparation was by method R200-250 (crush and
split sample, then pulverize a 250 gm split to 200 mesh). Analysis was at Acme’s Vancouver laboratory, by
method 1D01 (multi-element ICP-ES analysis following aqua regia digestion). One sample that returned a
copper result over detection limits by method 1D01, was subsequently assayed (Acme method 7AR).
Spring 2011: Rock and backpack core samples were submitted to Acme Analytical Laboratories, for
preparation and analysis as described above for the 2010 program. Standard and blank samples were
inserted into the sample sequence by the company, prior to submitting the samples to the lab for analysis.
Fall 2011: Rock samples were delivered from Dease Lake to Smithers by truck, then delivered by Banstra
Trucking to AGAT Laboratory’s prep lab in Terrace, B.C. Samples were crushed to 75% passing a 10 mesh
screen, then a 250 gm split was pulverized to 85% passing 200 mesh screen. Pulps were shipped to AGAT’s
Calgary laboratory for multi-element ICP-MS analysis of a 1 gm sample following aqua regia digestion.
Gold analysis was on a 30 gm sample by FA/ICP-OES. Samples that returned >10000 ppm Cu were
subsequently assayed.
In the author’s opinion, much of the historic sampling on the property appears to have been generally
appropriate for this property and stage of exploration, and for the era in which the data was collected.
Several past programs were carried out without the direct supervision of a qualified person and without a
geologist on-site. Information regarding sample preparation, security and analytical techniques for historic
samples is only partially available and, generally, samples cannot be confirmed to have been collected in
accordance with Exploration Best Practices Guidelines. Original laboratory certificates and details regarding
sample preparation and analytical methods are unavailable for many of the historic samples.

12.0 DATA VERIFICATION
The Sheslay property is a large property with a significant amount of historic work and with several zones of
mineralization known. The available data from past exploration programs has been reviewed by the author.
Most of this historic work appears to have been conducted in accordance to standard industry practices of the
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time, although none conforms to current Exploration Best Practices Guidelines. With few exceptions, none
of the previous sampling employed any internal quality control or quality assurance program and many of
the samples were collected without supervision from a qualified person. The foregoing data on the property
should be considered historic information. While the historic information is useful in identifying areas of the
property that warrant further work, it is not suitable for incorporation into any future NI 43-101 compliant
resource estimate.
During the author’s site visit to the property, an attempt was made to visit the main zones of known
mineralization. The author was successful in visiting the Dick Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek zones. The
Copper Creek zone was not visited, because of an inability to land the helicopter anywhere nearby. The
large gossan in the Copper Creek canyon was visible from the air, as was the gossan along the west facing
slope of the Hackett River valley. Drill core from Skyline’s 1970’s drilling at the Copper Creek showing is
stored at the Sheslay camp, at UTM 337184E, 6461529N and was observed to be in fair to good condition.
Boxes are marked with original “dymo” tags and with new metal tags. The majority of this core has not
been split or sampled. Although the Copper Creek drill sites were not visited in the field, evidence of the
drilling (drill pads, fuel drums) was visible from the air.
The drill core from all of the reported historic holes (2004, 2005, 2007) at the Dick Creek zone is also stored
at the Sheslay camp. The core is in good condition, boxes are well marked, footage markers are generally
still legible and, where checked by the author, hole footages and split or sawn intervals corresponded to
those reported in drill logs. Some, but not all, sample intervals are identified with sample tags.
At the Dick Creek showing, many drill pads were observed. The position of these pads coincides with
reported hole locations, but collars are generally not marked and holes are not labeled in the field. Only 4
holes where casing remained were observed. Trenches at the Dick Creek showing have been backfilled, in
effect creating a network of roads or ATV trails. Bedrock is still visible in many places along the banks of
these “roads” and evidence of sampling, including sample tags, along the trenches was observed in many
places.
The exploration grid (geochemistry, geophysics) was observed in a few places at the Dick Creek showing.
Lines are generally not cut, but flagging and pickets were sometimes visible. The pickets are not marked
with metal tags, but some do still have legible grid line and station numbers.
At the Pyrrhotite Creek showing, recent excavator trenches (2006) have not been reclaimed and bedrock is
visible along the length of these trenches. Some evidence of historic drilling (1972) was noted at the
Pyrrhotite Creek showing (drill pads, drill hose, fuel barrels) but none of the collars were located. Core for
the Pyrrhotite Creek drilling has not been located.
During the site visit, the author did not collect any independent samples for verification purposes.
Widespread copper mineralization was observed in outcrop at the Dick Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek
showings. Rock types and alteration observed are consistent with porphyry-style mineralization. Given the
amount of historical work on this property and the size and style of deposit type, in the author’s opinion, a
small sampling program would not be meaningful in terms of verification of historic information.
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The author did review the drill hole database and noted some errors. These include typographic errors that
result in conflicting from/to lengths for adjacent samples, as well as gaps in the downhole sample
information. Average grade for each drill hole was recalculated by the author, using the conservative
assumption that any unreported intervals within the hole returned a grade of 0% Cu and 0 g/t Au. In the 2007
drill program, 3 of the holes were re-entered and holes extended, in some cases as many as 2 times for a
particular drill hole. Because of poor ground condition and hole caving between the first time it was drilled
and subsequent re-entries, the same down-hole interval may have been cored and sampled more than once.
The author has chosen to use sample information from the first attempt at drilling a particular interval and to
disregard any samples from the overlapping interval sampled upon hole re-entry.

13.0

MINERAL PROCESSING AND METALLURGICAL TESTING

No metallurgical testing has been performed on samples from the Sheslay property. Similarly, no mineral
processing has been completed.

14.0

MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES

No mineral resource estimates have been made for the Sheslay property.

15.0 – 22.0
These sections omitted from report since the property is not considered an “Advanced Property”

23.0

ADJACENT PROPERTIES

The Shelsay River area has seen considerable previous exploration, primarily for porphyry copper-gold
mineralization. The majority of this exploration has been on Prosper Gold Corp.’s Sheslay property. The
Sheslay property is entirely surrounded by mineral claims in good standing. Currently, two active properties
adjoin Prosper Gold’s project. Both are relatively early stage properties in comparison to Prosper Gold’s
project. The following information is summarized from publicly disclosed information by the owners of the
adjacent properties, as referenced below. The author has not independently verified information regarding
these adjacent properties and the reader is cautioned that this information is not necessarily indicative of the
mineralization on the Sheslay property.
Doubleview Capital Corp.’s Hat property adjoins the Sheslay property to the southeast and covers the Hoey
and Hat/OH Minfile showings (104J 015 and 104J 021, respectively). The Hat property is an early stage
property with several zones that have characteristics of porphyry copper-gold and of epithermal gold-silver
mineralization. At the time of the author’s site visit to the Sheslay property, Doubleview was mobilizing a
drill to their Hat property. As reported by Ostensoe (2012),
The Hat property has been explored in a thirty-five year period by prospecting, a series of technical surveys, and a
small number of shallow bulldozer and hand-dug trenches. Three areas of particular interest have been identified:
(1) the Gossan Creek zone that comprises, from east to west, a zone of intense alteration that may represent the
upper zone of a “Buchanan” model epithermal system, a +1 km linear structure with strong brecciations
permeated with fine grained sulphides minerals, and at its west end, a pinnacle of erosion-resistant alteration that
where sampled contained elevated silver-copper-gold values (2) the Hoey zone, an area of strongly sheared and
mylonitized gabbroic volcanic rocks and nearby monzonite, that includes shreds of micaceous specular hematite,
copper (chalcopyrite, bornite, malachite and azurite) and trace amounts of molybdenite, samples of which when
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assayed returned in addition to “good” copper values, gold values of as much as 8.1 ppm gold/tonne and 22,041
ppm copper and (3) the copper-gold geochemically and geophysically anomalous zone first identified by Utah
Mines Ltd. and confirmed by the present owners. The latter zone has dimensions of 1.5 km northwesterly and one
km northeasterly, and occurs in an area of boggy ground without large areas of bedrock exposures. Several
sulphides-bearing “float” pieces … assayed high values in copper (7336 ppm Cu) and 885 ppb gold and rock
samples from trenches analysed 835 ppm copper and 134.8 ppm (author’s note: ppb?) gold.

Garibaldi Resources Corp.’s Grizzly property adjoins the Sheslay property to the west and south, and covers
Minfile showings Grizzly (104J 016), Kid (104J 004), HO (104J 023), West Kaketsa (104J 024), Al 9 (104J
060). The property covers the west and south contacts of the Kaketsa intrusion with the surrounding Stuhini
volcanics, in a similar geological setting to the Sheslay project. It is an early-stage property which has seen
only limited drilling. Known mineralization has characteristics of alkalic porphyry copper-gold
mineralization (Raven, 2010).

24.0

OTHER RELEVANT DATA AND INFORMATION

The author is unaware of any additional information or data that is relevant to the Sheslay property.

25.0

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

Three main areas of copper-gold mineralization are known on the Sheslay property, the Dick Creek, Copper
Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek zones. Mineralization has characteristics of alkalic porphyry copper-gold
mineralization. Regionally, significant alkalic porphyry deposits (i.e. Red Chris, Galore Creek) are hosted
by the same suite of rocks that hosts mineralization on the Sheslay property.
There has been considerable exploration on the property, from the 1950’s through to 2011. Almost without
exception, each program has returned encouraging results and has continued to show the potential for the
property to host significant copper-gold mineralization.
The majority of drilling on the property has been at the Dick Creek showing. Holes drilled within the main
Dick Creek area are mineralized, to various degrees, from the collar to the bottom of the hole. Copper-gold
grades from drill holes at the Dick Creek zone rival those from alkalic porphyry copper-gold deposits in B.C.
that are currently in production or development. Most of the drilling at the Dick Creek zone has been
relatively shallow, with only 3 holes extending to more than 250 m vertically below surface. Each of these 3
deepest holes ended in mineralization. The mineralization remains open in all directions, including to-depth.
The Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek zones host copper-gold mineralization in a similar geological setting
to the Dick Creek showing. Neither has been tested by drilling since the early 1970’s. These historic holes
are all short and were only partially sampled, but in both areas encouraging copper values over reasonable
widths were reported from drilling. Gold grade is unknown.
In the author’s opinion, each of these zones of known mineralization on the property has potential to host a
stand-alone deposit of economic size and grade. There is no certainty that such a deposit could be located on
the property but, based on the results of exploration to-date, each of these 3 areas warrants further work.
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Historical sampling did not generally include any quality control/quality assurance work, nor was there
survey control for any of the drill hole collars. This affects the confidence in the exploration information.
The recommended work program includes verification of historic results, to improve the confidence of this
information.
Historic soil geochemical and ground geophysical surveys (IP, magnetometer) have covered portions of the
property, also with encouraging results. In addition to the Dick Creek, Copper Creek and Pyrrhotite Creek
zones, 3 targets have been identified on the basis of these geochemical and geophysical surveys. Each is a
large, strong anomaly (geochemical +/- geophysical) of sufficient size and strength to also represent a standalone zone of viable mineralization. These 3 targets (Dick Creek East, Dick Creek North, No Dick) are
additional high priority targets for further work.
Mineralization on the property pre-dates Tertiary to Quaternary basalts that are widespread in the area. The
older rocks, and the porphyry mineralization within them, were exposed to the surface, prior to being locally
capped by the post-mineral basalts.
Copper-gold alkalic porphyry deposits within the older rocks, and
particularly any supergene zones that may be developed within them, could be more fully preserved under
the basalt cap than deposits which were exposed to the effects of later glaciation. The northeastern portion of
the property is covered by post-mineral basalts. The Dick Creek North/No Dick geochemical anomalies
appear to be truncated to the northeast by these basalts. Potential exists for any mineralization in this area to
continue in the older rocks, beneath the post-mineral basalt cover.
The economic viability of porphyry copper-gold deposits depends on numerous factors, including but not
limited to tonnage, grade, deposit geometry and surface topography, environmental issues and development
costs. As discussed, verification of historic information is recommended to improve the confidence in this
information and in the size and grade of mineralized zones on the property. Assuming that historic
exploration data is validated and assuming that continued exploration efforts on the property result in the
delineation of a deposit of sufficient size and grade to be economically viable, the factor which, in the
author’s opinion, is most likely to affect the way in which such a deposit could be developed, and the
associated cost, is the proximity to the salmon-bearing Hackett River. Although remote, infrastructure at the
Sheslay property (including an airstrip, permanent camp, winter road access and existing (inactive) road only
8 km away) suggests that exploration and, ultimately, capital costs to develop a deposit discovered on the
property, could be significantly less than other remote properties in northern B.C.

26.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

A two-phase, $4 million program is recommended to further explore the Sheslay property. The Phase 1
program is designed to validate and add detail to historic information, and to further explore zones of interest
known from this previous work. Phase 1 includes re-logging historic drill core, geological mapping, a soil
geochemical survey, and 1750 m of diamond drilling in up to 7 holes. Permits are in place for the
recommended Phase 1 program which has a budget of $1.5 million. The recommended Phase 2 program
involves further ground geochemical surveys, as well as ground geophysics (magnetics and deep penetrating
IP). It also includes diamond drilling to explore known targets not tested during Phase 1, plus systematic
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diamond drilling to follow-up zones of mineralization resulting from the Phase 1 program. Phase 2 has a
budget of $2.5 million and is in-part contingent on the results of Phase 1.
Phase 1
$1,500,000
Continued attempts should be made to obtain a complete data package for historic data from the property.
Missing information includes the 1991 Aerodat airborne geophysical survey (in digital format), the detailed
TRIM topographic data (in digital format), some original drill logs, some original analytical certificates, data
from 2005-2006 trenching and rock chip sampling and several unpublished property reports.
Once the necessary data has been obtained, data should be added to the existing GIS database for the project.
The current drill hole database should be validated against the original records and any errors in the database,
including from/to intervals or missing sample information, should be rectified.
All roads, trenches and drill holes/drill pads should be ground located using Differential GPS, and this
information added to detailed topographic base maps. Trenches should be remapped, with attention to
lithology, alteration and mineralization. Any bedrock exposed should be systematically tested by XRF, as
well as tested for magnetic susceptibility.
All historic drill core, including the 1970 drilling from the Copper Creek showing, should be re-logged. As
above, attention should be paid to lithology, alteration and mineralization. Core should be tested using
handheld XRF, and information generated should be checked against original assay information. Magnetic
susceptibility readings should also be collected from drill core. During core re-logging, core boxes should be
carefully remarked and stored so that they can be re-examined or re-sampled if necessary, as part of a future
resource estimate.
An attempt should be made to locate drill core from the 1971-72 drilling at Pyrrhotite Creek, and if
successful, this core should also be re-logged as above.
Geological mapping and rock sampling over the property is a high priority. Particular attention should be
paid to the areas encompassing the known zones of mineralization (Dick Creek, Copper Creek, Pyrrhotite
Creek, Polar Creek gossan) and the known geochemical and geophysical anomalies (Dick Creek East, Dick
Creek North/No Dick).
A modern, UTM-based exploration grid should be established to overlap and extend the historic Dick CreekCopper Creek grid to the northwest and southeast. As shown on Figure 14, the proposed grid will cover the
prospective intrusive/volcanic contact on-strike from known zones of mineralization. At a recommended
100 m line spacing, the grid will total 156 line-km. A multi-element soil geochemical survey should be
completed over the grid. Using this new information, it will be possible to better locate and to level historic
geochemical data for better interpretation. At a recommended soil sample spacing of 50 m, a total of 3141
samples are required to cover the proposed grid. In Phase 1, a 100 line-km portion of the grid, overlapping
and extending southeast from the Copper Creek showing, should be established and surveyed (a total of
approximately 2100 soil samples). The balance of the proposed grid should be established and surveyed
during the Phase 2 program outlined below. Recommendations are also included in Phase 2 for modern regridding, geochemical and geophysical surveys over the Pyrrhotite Creek grid.
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Soil samples should be dried in camp, and, prior to shipping for analysis, should be tested by XRF. This will
allow any major areas of interest to be identified and examined within the same field season. Samplers
should be carefully trained in soil sample collection methods to ensure consistent sampling techniques.
Geomorphological mapping should be done, to identify glacial features and to assist in interpretation of
geochemical data.
A 1750 m, 7 hole diamond drill program is then recommended to confirm the results of historic drilling, to
test the depth potential of mineralization, and to test previously undrilled targets on the property. Because of
the intensely fractured nature of the host rocks, it is important to employ a drill with sufficient power and to
use a core size of NQ2 or larger. Special care should be taken to ensure good core recovery. Recommended
targets for drilling in Phase 1 are Dick Creek (3 holes), Copper Creek (2 holes) and Dick Creek East (2
holes).
Drill holes should be a minimum of 250 m in length. Core should be sampled from top to bottom, with a
proper QA/QC program employed. Magnetic susceptibility readings should be taken while logging, and
rock quality properties, including core recovery, should be noted. XRF testing should be done in
conjunction with core logging and, as long as drilling conditions allow, holes should not be shut down until
they are no longer in mineralization. In particular, the depth extent to mineralization at the Dick Creek zone
should be established. Because the Dick Creek zone is located on steep slope, topography can be used to
advantage to reduce the footage required to test the depth extent of mineralization.
A budget for the proposed Phase 1 program is as follows:
PHASE 1 BUDGET
Data compilation
including reacquire digital Aerodat geophysics

$ 40,000

D-GPS Survey
tie in trenches, drill holes, old grids etc

$ 10,000

Geological Mapping and Historic Core Re-logging
including XRF and mag susceptibility on trenches, core

$ 70,000

Soil Geochemistry
2100 soil samples, establish grid, collect and analyze samples

@ $85/sample

$ 178,500

@ $330/m all-in

$ 577,500

@ $150/man day

$ 75,000
$ 80,000
$ 45,000
$ 25,000
$ 35,000

Drilling
1750 m, including logging, splitting, analysis, moves
Room/Board and Support
Camp Costs, including first aid person and cook
500 man days
Field Supplies, including fuel
Transportation, mob/demob
Office support
Report preparation

Total:
+ 15% contingency
TOTAL:
ALLOW FOR:
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Phase 2
$2,500,000
Phase 2 is in-part contingent on the results of the Phase 1 program. It includes a soil geochemical survey
over the portion of the Dick Creek/Copper Creek grid that was not tested during Phase 1, as well as a ground
magnetometer survey over the entire grid. It also includes as re-gridding, geochemical and ground
magnetometer surveys over the Pyrrhotite Creek area.
A modern deep penetrating IP survey (i.e. Quantec Titan 24) is recommended for the area encompassing the
Dick Creek and Copper Creek zones. Six, 400 m spaced, 6 km long lines (a total of 36 line km) are
recommended, as shown in Figure 14. Depending on results, the IP grid could be expanded or infilled.
Drilling should be done to test at the Pyrrhotite Creek (2 holes) and Dick Creek North (2 holes) targets.
Systematic drilling of targets arising from the Phase 1 program is also recommended in Phase 2, with the
goal of defining an initial resource on the property. Until Phase 1 has been completed, specifics of the
Phase 2 program are unknown.
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APPENDIX 1
Units of Conversion and Abbreviations
Abbreviations
ppb
part per billion
ppm
part per million
g
gram
g/t
grams per tonne
opt(troy) ounces per short ton
oz/t(troy) ounces per short ton
Moz
million ounces
Mt
million tonnes
t
metric tonne (1000 kilograms)
st
short ton (2000 pounds)

Conversions
1 gram

= 0.0322 troy ounces

1 troy ounce

= 31.104 grams

1 ton

= 2000 pounds

1 tonne

= 1000 kilograms

1 gram/tonne

= 1 ppm = 1000 ppb

1 troy ounces/ton = 34.29 gram/tonne
1 gram/tonne

= 0.0292 troy ounces/ton

1 kilogram

= 32.151 troy ounces = 2.205 pounds

1 pound

= 0.454 kilograms

1 inch

= 2.54 centimetres

1 foot

= 0.3048 metres

1 metre

= 39.37 inches = 3.281 feet

1 mile

= 1.609 kilometres

1 acre

= 0.4047 hectares

1 sq mile

= 2.59 square kilometres

1 hectare

= 10,000 square metres = 2.471 acres

APPENDIX 2
FIRESTEEL 2010-2011 ROCK SAMPLES
Locations, Descriptions, Results

Copper Creek Property
Sample # Easting Northing Reference

Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results
Sample Type

Description
units
Detection Limit

E5216710
Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216711 339623 6458499 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216712 338812 6458430 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216713 339220 6458726 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

boulder
outcrop

E5216714 339843 6458521 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216715 339867 6458557 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216716 339468 6458492 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216717 339090 6458268 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216718 339891 6458257 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
soil
outcrop

E5216719 339888 6458254 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216720 339591 6458169 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216721 339339 6458320 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216722 340770 6458457 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216723 340545 6458666 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216724 340649 6458758 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216725 340238 6459259 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216726 338849 6458803 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216727 338989 6458549 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216728 339070 6458410 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

BLANK
andesite outcrop with heavy hematite and limonite staining,
very fractured, ~2% disseminated pyrite (<1mm)
chloritized andesite, <1% disseminated pyrite
andesite with occasional 2mm pyrite and 1mm magnetite
blebs
andesite with ~3% disseminated 1mm pyrite, hematite
staining on fractures
andesite with very strong limonite and hematite alteration,
~5% disseminated 1mm pyrite
chloritized andesite, some very fine disseminated sulfides
gray monzonite with 0.5% fine disseminated magnetite
andesite with extensive azurite (mostly foring a crust on
fractures, but some has a manto-like appearance - very
porous, but solid azurite), very rotten outcrop (in a roadcut)
andesite with extensive malachite on fracture surfaces in a
10-15cm wide zone, very rotten outcrop (in a roadcut)
monzonite with heavy limonite and hematite staining,
surrounding outcrop is mostly very rotten and crumbly, 2-3%
0.5mm disseminated pyrite
andesite/monzonite contact with heavy hematite staining and
alteration (hard to find fresh surfaces), porphyritic with
white feldspar
andesite with <2mm feldspar phenocrysts, looks unaltered,
some magnetite present
chloritized diabase with 3% sulfides (mainly pyrite), no
magnetite
very fine-grained basalt (almost glassy) with limonite and
hematite staining, 2-3% <1mm pyrite, magnetite present
(but not visible)
chloritized andesite with 4-5% <1mm magnetite in some
areas
porphyritic (1-3mm feldspars) andesite with some limonite
staining
andesite with green local alteration zone (epidote?)
monzonite with minor limonite staining, magnetite present
(but not visible)

Ag
ppm
0.01

Au
ppb
1

Cu
ppm
0.1

Cu-OL
%
0.01

0.2

14

699

-

0.0
0.1

1
1

9
102

-

0.1

7

514

-

0.7

26

343

-

0.1
0.1
0.8

1
2
125

69
7
82200

8.22

0.5

207

32800

3.28

0.2

8

1590

-

0.2

22

455

-

0.1

76

213

-

0.3

13

947

-

0.1

4

295

-

0.2

1

225

-

0.1

4

446

-

0.0
0.0

58
1

18
10

-
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Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results
Sample Type

Description

Ag
ppm
0.1

Au
ppb
11

Cu
ppm
90

Cu-OL
%
-

0.7

7

210

-

0.4

2

1140

-

0.1
0.1

1
3

51
1730

-

0.1

7

484

-

1.6

371

970

-

0.1

14

188

-

0.1

5

169

-

chloritized diabase with some limonite and hematite
staining, no magnetite
basalt/diabase with 3-5cm thick layer of ~3% 1mm pyrite
crystals, no magnetite
fine-grained diabase with some limonite and hematite
staining
very weathered monzonite (adjacent to non-weathered
outcrop), lots of hematite and limonite staining, no visible
sulfides
monzonite outcrop, fairly weathered, some malchite on
fracture surfaces
monzonite with epidote (or some other green mineral) in a
fracture/vein, some limonite staining

0.1

4

8

-

0.0

1

93

-

0.0

1

54

-

0.1

9

579

-

0.8

100

7730

-

0.1

68

196

-

monzonite with some limonite staining, potassic alteration,
no visible sulfides, minor malachite

0.1

1

665

-

units
E5216729 339205 6458251 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216730
Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216731 339247 6458183 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216732 339319 6458086 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216733 339425 6457979 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216734 339567 6457997 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216735 339662 6458021 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216736 339882 6457967 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216737 340938 6459005 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216738 340953 6459113 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216739 340850 6459316 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216740 340846 6459031 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216741 340763 6458856 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216742 339409 6458180 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216743 339423 6458164 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216744 339434 6458162 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216745 339465 6458120 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

hornblende porphyritic andesite with magnetite in 4mm
patches of <1mm crystals, medium limonite staining
STANDARD #6
monzonite with medium limonite staining, minor hematite
staining, minor magnetite (not visible)
monzonite with some malachite (up to 3mm patches) present
in fractures
monzonite with some magnetite present (but not visible)
monzonite with lots of malachite, pyrite (visible) and
magnetite (not visible) also present, minor limonite staining
very crumbly monzonite with some zones of hematite
staining, 2cm quartz veining
chloritized feldspar porphyritic andesite with havy hematite
staining in areas, general limonite staining, magnetite
present, extremely weathered and altered outcrop
diabase with minor limonite staining, high magnetite (but
not visible)
diabase with strong limonite staining in areas, 2% <1mm
pyrite in areas

Copper Creek Property
Sample # Easting Northing Reference

Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results
Sample Type

E5216746 339542 6458052 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216747 339526 6458107 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216748 339615 6458111 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216749 339838 6458037 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
boulder

E5216750
Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216751 339841 6458038 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216752 339855 6458089 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216753 339953 6458161 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216754 339963 6458143 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216755 339947 6458136 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216756 339943 6458137 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216757 339919 6458113 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216758 339905 6458091 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216759 339903 6458087 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216760 339418 6458282 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216761 339459 6458225 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216762 339537 6458160 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216763 339648 6458148 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216764 339722 6458141 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216765 339447 6458460 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216766 339494 6458397 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216767 339535 6458312 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216768 339617 6458242 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

Description
units
weathered monzinite with potassic alteration, minor limonite
staining, epidote in fractures, some malachite
weathered monzinite with potassic alteration, minor limonite
staining, some malachite
weathered monzonite with limonite staining
very altered boulder, original lithology unknown, lots of
malachite, some magnetite
STANDARD #7
andesite, strong hematite and limonite alteration
andesite with very strong limonite and hematite alteration,
1% disseminated <1mm pyrite
andesite with very strong limonite and hematite alteration
andesite with very strong limonite alteration, contains 2-3cm
calcite veins, some malachite veins
andesite with very strong limonite alteration, 2cm calcite
vein with abundant malachite and azurite
10-12cm calcite vein (2cm calcite crystals) in andesite,
rimmed with turquoise? and azurite
very weathered andesite with strong limonite staining, some
hematite
extremely weathered andesite with a bright yellow 30cm
band (composition unknown)
8cm vein complex in very weathered andesite, veins are
rimmed by malachite, azurite and turquoise?
very weathered monzonite, strong limonite and hematite
alteration
very strong limonite alteration in monzonite fracture
very weathered monzonite with strong limonite and hematite
alteration
weathered monzonite with hematite and limonite staining
malachite and turquoise lining a fracture/fine vein in
weathered monzonite
chloritized andesite porphyry (hornblende) with some
limonite and hematite staining
andesite/monzonite contact (sample taken in monzonite),
limonite and hematite staining
weathered monzonite with heavy hematite and some
limonite staining
weathered monzonite with strong limonite and some
hematite staining

Ag
ppm
0.1

Au
ppb
<1

Cu
ppm
620

Cu-OL
%
-

0.1

4

1150

-

0.1
1.7

3
134

311
172000

17.2

1.3
0.8

225
220

2670
3940

-

0.4
0.7

33
69

351
1900

-

0.6

188

13100

1.31

0.1

8

4870

-

0.3

56

662

-

0.3

35

282

-

0.1

21

9808

0.1

9

291

-

0.9
0.2

58
26

1760
500

-

0.2
2.5

8
155

756
11200

1.12

0.1

1

85

-

0.1

8

1350

-

0.0

29

322

-

0.1

10

262

-

Copper Creek Property
Sample # Easting Northing Reference

Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results
Sample Type

E5216769 339702 6458235 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216770
Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216771 339813 6458259 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216772 339742 6458241 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216773 339661 6458340 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216774 339605 6458461 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216775 339640 6458547 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216776 339734 6458550 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216777 340755 6458948 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216778 340745 6459049 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216779 340741 6459087 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216780 340658 6459368 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216781 340647 6459135 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216782 340656 6459032 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop
outcrop

E5216783 340573 6458934 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216784 340521 6459030 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216785 340557 6459105 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216786 340561 6459105 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop
outcrop

E5216787 340469 6459351 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

soil

E5216788 339880 6458648 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216789 339735 6458644 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216790
Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216791 339631 6458646 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

Description
units
very weathered monzonite with malachite and azurite in a
fracture system, strong limonite staining
BLANK
malachite rimming a fracture (30cm zone) in very weathered
andesite
malachite in a fracture zone in very weathered monzonite
very altered monzonite, limonite alteration obscures most
detail
andesite with hematite alteration
andesite with strong hematite staining, contains 0.5% <1mm
magnetite?
extremely weathered outcrop (monzonite?) with strong
limonite alteration
chloritized very fine diabase with some limonite staining
fine diabase porphyry (feldspar and hornblende) with some
hematite staining, sparse 2mm pyrite blebs
basalt porphyry (feldspar) with 3mm quartz vein, sulfides in
vein and sparsely disseminated in host rock (pyrite?)
fine diabase with occasional epidote
basalt porphyry (5mm feldspar laths)
chloritized diabase with up to 3cm xenoliths?, ~1% sufides
in up to 2mm blebs (magnetite?), xenoliths are aphanitic
with unknown phenocrysts and are a lighter shade of green
diabase porphyry (5mm hornblende and epidote?), some
limonite in fractures
basalt with hematite staining on fractures
chloritized diabase with limonite staining on surfaces
strongly altered rock adjacent last sample, lots of sulfides,
malachite and turquoise?, very strong hematite and limonite
alteration
chloritized andesite with strong hematite staining on
fractures, some sulfides in up to 4mm blebs
andesite with strong hematite and limonite staining
andesite with strong hematite and limonite alteration, 3-5%
sulfides (mostly magnetite?), glassy/chert-like in areas
STANDARD #6
chloritized porphyritic (3mm feldspar) andesite with minor
limonite staining and some epidote

Ag
ppm
0.4

Au
ppb
92

Cu
ppm
38300

Cu-OL
%
3.83

1.3

734

23300

2.33

0.3
0.1

83
38

18600
1310

1.86
-

0.0
0.0

13
36

442
119

-

0.1

19

161

-

0.0
0.0

1
13

126
187

-

0.1

1

130

-

0.0
0.0
0.0

<1
2
2

11
143
111

-

0.0

<1

12

-

0.0
0.0
2.1

<1
5
232

27
128
4370

-

0.3

<1

245

-

0.3
0.1

91
57

286
391

-

0.7

8

38

-
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Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results

Sample # Easting Northing Reference

Sample Type

E5216792 339420 6458664 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

soil

E5216793 339262 6458624 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216794 339204 6458646 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216795 340462 6458654 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216796 340640 6458759 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216797 340738 6458632 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011
E5216798 340763 6458758 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop
outcrop

E5216799 340534 6458915 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216800 340534 6458915 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216801 340524 6458976 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216802 340517 6459025 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216803 339844 6458357 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216804 339765 6458401 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216805 339698 6458431 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216806 339659 6458438 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216807 339695 6458351 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216808 339854 6458038 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216809 339474 6457876 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216810

Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

Description
units
chloritized andesite with hematite staining, ~1% sulfides in
<1mm veins and 2mm blebs (magnetite and pyrite)
andesite with minor limonite staining, chloritized with
epidote veining in some areas
andesite with a 3cmx10cm lenticular epidote "blob", some
hematite staining
basalt with some limonite staining, disparate 2mm pyrite
blebs
basalt with strong hematite and limonite staining, ~2%
magnetite in 1-2mm blebs and some small veinlets
diabase with some hematite staining
basalt with good limonite staining on fractures, 0.5%
disseminated very fine sulfides (0.2mm)
gray glassy basalt with 0.5% very fine disseminated
magnetite, minor limonite staining (next to next sample)
gray glassy basalt with 1-2% disseminated magnetite, very
strong hematite staining (next to last sample)
basalt porphyry (2-3mm feldspar) with hematite staining on
fractures, up to 2mm pyrite blebs in some areas (none in
others)
diabase with some hematite staining, occacional 1mm
epidote veining
very weathered monzonite outcrop with 2cm calcite veins,
malachite patches in area, pervasive limonite
chloritized andesite with very heavy hematite and limonite
staining, lots of pyrite in discrete 3cm patches
chloritized andesite with extremely heavy hematite and
limonite staining, ~5% pyrite and magnetite (1mm crystals)
andesite/monzonite contact (sample taken from both rock
types), monzonite is very weathered with strong limonite
alteration, andesite is more competentwith strong hematite
stainging, no sulfides visible
very weathered monzonite with general limonite staining,
hematite staining in fractures
strongly altered andesite (mostly hematite, some limonite)
with occasional 1mm blebs of magnetite, this sample taken
from a ground magnetics high
andesite with pervasive hematite alteration, very fractured,
1cm calcite vein present
BLANK

Ag
ppm
0.0

Au
ppb
1

Cu
ppm
30

Cu-OL
%
-

0.1

3

149

-

0.0

4

9

-

0.0

<1

41

-

0.1

<1

284

-

0.0
0.0

<1
<1

60
118

-

0.2

4

931

-

0.1

29

435

-

0.1

16

192

-

0.0

4

125

-

1.6

180

12800

1.28

0.4

68

1030

-

0.3

21

1530

-

0.2

45

889

-

0.3

114

1110

-

0.7

177

1310

-

0.9

24

2710

-

Copper Creek Property
Sample # Easting Northing Reference

Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results
Sample Type

E5216811 339540 6457930 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216812 339744 6458439 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

E5216813 339159 6458412 Hammon & Ledwon, 2011

outcrop

132501

340529 6458993 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

subcrop

132502

340525 6458998 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

subcrop

132503

340529 6459010 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

outcrop

132504

340567 6459015 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

subcrop

132505

340561 6459024 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

subcrop

132506

340580 6459033 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

132507

340585 6459006 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

outcrop

132508

340586 6459010 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

subrop

132509

340597 6458988 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

outcrop

Description

Ag
units
ppm
5cm monzonite stringer? in andesite outcrop, 4-5% pyrite
4.7
(up to 2mm), lots of malachite and azurite
andesite outcrop with heavy hematite and limonite staining,
0.5
~4% disseminated 1mm magnetite
heavily chloritized andesite porphyry (1mm hornblende)
0.1
with some limonite staining and no visible sulfides
Det limit 0.1 ppm
Qz-Epi altered Dior- Qz Dior. Medium to coarse grained
<0.1
with Epi altered Fspar and Hb sub to euhedral crystals. QzCbate wispy veinlets with 2mm Epi-strong halos. Py 3%Cpy 1%-0.1% ?Aspy? Purple sulfosatl? Present in traces.
Repeat of McKeown sample. Fractured, veined, Qz flooded,
8.7
bleached fine grained andesite. Veining with Mt-Py-CpyChal with Mal stain throughout on fractures. Minor
?Ag?Aspy vfg xtals.
Porphyritic andesite with Hb-Fspar xtals to 5mm. Fspar in
<0.1
radiating clusters. Qz-Epi-Cbate vnlets/ swirls/ flood zones
with Py 1%-(Cpy) and (Mal-Mt)
Porphyritic Andesite with veinlets. Strongly gossaneous
0.1
rock. Sil-ser-Epi altered with (Cpy-Mal). Vnlets at multiple
orientations are Qz-Cbate and discontinuous but to 1cm
wide.
fine grained Sil-Ser altered Andesite-- almost cherty. Py 3%
0.2
disseminated as sub to euhedral xtals to 3mm. Minor
brecciation.
very fine grained andesite to ?felsic?. Strongly Sil'd and
<0.1
weakly Ser altered. Sulphides in clusters- Py 3%- Po (after
Py) 3% with minor Mt seams. Minor Fspar p'blasts. Ser-Epi
strong in fractures.
very fine grained to tuffy andesite with Sil-Ser flooding.
<0.1
Strong Lim. Py 5% fine grained and as blebs disseminated
throughout. (Cpy) with Py.
strongly Lim-Ht stained, Sil-altered andesite with patchy
<0.1
Ser. Looks like felsics due to Sil alteration. Py 3%
disseminated throughout and in wisps with Qz-Po-Cpy.
Quartz Diorite- strongly fractured and Sil-Ser altered.
<0.1
Medium grained with Hb xtals to 4mm. Salt and pepper
texture with Epi-Ser altered Fspar-Hb.Patchy Py 2%-(Cpy).

Au
ppb
495

Cu
ppm
27500

Cu-OL
%
2.75

66

1120

-

23

92

-

<0.5

59

13

13770

<0.5

18

15

503

120

3017

8

83

3

307

4

246

2

42

1.377
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Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results

Sample # Easting Northing Reference
132510

340584 6459004 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

132511

340605 6459082 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

132512

340615 6459082 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

132513

340612 6459038 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

132514
132515
132516
132517
132518
132519
132520
132521

340613
340635
340637
340733
340729
STD
BLK
340672

131401

340530 6458995 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

131402

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

6459082
6458931
6458937
6458950
6458940

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
6458910 Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

340530 6458994

Sample Type

Description

Ag
Au
Cu
Cu-OL
units
ppm
ppb
ppm
%
outcrop
Sil-Ser altered andesite with strong Lim-Goet on fractures.
0.2
10
738
Py 5% -(Cpy)
outcrop
Repeat of McKeown 12% sample? GPS reading is 11m
<0.1
1
182
different but in trees.Series of Qz-Cbate laminated veins to
1cm with Py, (Cpy) and strong gossan-Lim-Goet. Andesite
host with Epi flooding and (Mal) on fractures. 1-2% vfg Mt
associated with veins.
outcrop
Andesite-- weakly porphyritic-- with Sil-Epi-Chl-Ser
0.4
33
2261
alteration. Fine grained Hb, Fspar coarse grained xtals to
3mm. Lim-goet seams. Py 4%-Mt 3%- (Cpy) disseminated
throughout and in clusters/ blebs.
outcrop
Dark green-grey amphibolite-hornblendite. Sil- Ser altered
<0.1
9
313
with Epi fracture annealer. Some Sil flooding/ wispy
veinlets with Py-Po-Mt- (Mal). Local fracture set strike 201
dipping 75 deg to East
outcrop
at contact between and and and-p (ash tuff?) with lim throughout. Perv seric-sili
<0.1
and patchy1py 3% clusters.
74 (cpy) and ht in fracs.
subcrop
in talus area. Sugary qtz-epi alt'd andesite with clusters of py + (cpy). Minor
0.2 mt and (mal). 4No veining
1521
apparent.
outcrop
grey green cherty bleached ?chill margin. Rx is 80% qtz with chl-seric-epi,
<0.1
lim-goet-py 2%,
<0.5po 0.2%, mal
105on fracs
outcrop
med green andesite. silic-seric-py flooded with 5% py, 0.5% cpy and lim <0.1
7
195
outcrop
sugary sil-ser-chl with 7% py strong throughout. (cpy). lim-goet 2%, mal, 0.3
epi patches as xtals
3 to 2 mm. 686
v gossanous.
Standard
3.2
705
3586
Blank
0.1
2
4
subcrop
laminated cherty? seds? or bimodal volcs? Beds are mm
44.0
1
850
scale, alternating light and dark grey, fine grained and v
strongly silic15%-epi10%-chl5% perv altered. Patchy seric
alt'n, py 3%, cpy 1% patchy in clusters throughout. Some
mal
backpack11-01 Sil-Epi-Ser locally flooded andesite with Porphyroblastic
Fspar-Hb. Minor veinlets with associated Cpy-Py. Hole
stopped at 49 cm.
backpack 11-02 Hole abandoned at 1.45m in good rock due to a cave of
fractured/ faulted material above. Hole weakly mineralized
porphyritic andesite with Qz-Epi-Cpy-Mt-Py-Mal veining at
bottom of hole for 10cm.

Copper Creek Property

Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results

Sample # Easting Northing Reference
131403

Sample Type

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

backpack 11-03

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

backpack 11-04

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

backpack 11-05

340530 6458994
131404
340568 6459013
131405

340590 6459006
131406

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

backpack 11-06

131407
131408
131409
131410
131411
131412
131413
131414
131415
131416
131417

340615
340615
340615
340610
340628
340627
340637
340717
340717
340648
340595
340496

6459073
6459073
6459073
6458978
6458962
6458940
6459821
6458953
6458954
6458893
6458793
6458530

Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011
Ledwon & Rensby, 2011

backpack 11-06
backpack 11-06
backpack 11-07
backpack 11-08
backpack 11-09
backpack 11-10
backpack 11-11
backpack 11-11a
backpack 11-12
backpack 11-13
backpack 11-14

848851
848852
848853
848854

341533
341482
341830
342047

6458555
6458555
6455211
6454734

Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010

outcrop

848855
848856
848857
848858
848859

340892
335518
341098
341105
343020

6456128
6455727
6458891
6458879
6457847

Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010

outcrop

Description

Au
ppb

Cu
ppm

det limit 0.3 ppmdet limit 2 ppm
0.4
<2
0.5
<2
1.2
<2
0.5
<2

28
38
132
77

0.5
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.4

208
164
10
46
271

units
Deep to dark green fine grained porphyritic Andesite.Unit is
fractured with fractures at both 79 and 25 TCA having Lim
coating. Unit is pervasively Sil'd with Fspar 5% radiating
xtal clusters- ash tuff? Minor Hb xtals to 4mm-- euhedral.
Patchy Epi or Ser alteration. Minor 1% Qz wisps with
associated Po-Py-Cpy. Py 3% also disseminated as fg xtals.
Sulphides decrease downhole in unot.
Weakly porphyritic andesite to dacite. Sil-Ser flooded and
strongly fractured with 60 TCA most common. Unit is 2%
Epi altered Feldspar p'blasts.
dark green, fine grained, weakly porphyritic andesite. Fspar
and Hb p'blasts comprise 3% weak throughout.Both to 4mm.
Py 5% disseminsted but locally clustered . Rock is Sil-Ser
altered with wispy veinlets/ flooding. Py strongest in
association with fractures at 35 TCA.
Dark green-grey, fine grained, weakly porphyritic(3%)
Andesite.
same as above
same as above

hnbld rich oc, coarse grained
rtlite-rich with minor hnbld and olivine? fg to mg.
vfg, bluish grey volc with diss py and diss apy
vfg, intrusive, orange oxide crust 2mm, with greyish green
gmass, tr py
heterolithic bx, looks like froth at top of oc, minz'd ob?
vfg, volcanic, greenish with tr cpy, 0.5% po, tr py
hnbld rich with qtz and musc, tr sulfides diss
hnbld rich with 0.5% py and abund qtz/carb vning
fg, hnbld rich with qtz, musc and 0.5% diss py

Ag
ppm

<2
<2
<2
<2
<2

Cu-OL
%

Copper Creek Property

Firesteel 2010-2011 Rock Sample Locations, Descriptions and Results

Sample # Easting Northing Reference

Sample Type

848860

339754 6458838 Ledwon & Beck, 2010

848861

339691 6458865 Ledwon & Beck, 2010

848862
848863

336811 6454096 Ledwon & Beck, 2010
339537 6457921 Ledwon & Beck, 2010

848864

339466 6457873 Ledwon & Beck, 2010

trench

848865
848866

339445 6457875 Ledwon & Beck, 2010
341364 6457311 Ledwon & Beck, 2010

trench
subcrop

848867
848951
848952
848953
848954
848955
848956
848957
848958

341504
339747
339633
339546
340349
340347
340369
339942
339584

subcrop

848959

339549 6457958 Ledwon & Beck, 2010

6457433
6458238
6458404
6458435
6458025
6458028
6457795
6458137
6457961

Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010
Ledwon & Beck, 2010

outcrop

Description
units
hnbld/olivine in fg matrix gmass with fsp porphyry 2-4 mm
clasts
vfg, green outcrop; volc/ fsp lathes 1 mm set in olivine qtz
gmass
monzonite granite intrusive with diss py and po
intrusive dark area, granitic mg abundant interstitial py, cpy,
mag, with mal and az, at dd sample site??
vfg, dark grey-green volc intrusive? dyke? w Fe stain and
0.5% diss py, trench grab sample
contact trench sample, fe stain rich intrusive
vfg; volcanic, green with 1-2% fg diss sulfides (py?) but
silvery in colour, rock is strongly Fe stained, subcrop near cc
same as 848866, but with more Fe staining
weathered, broken, Fe staining, crystaline white, az, mal
weathered grainite? extreme Fe staining, bornite
Fe staining, cpy
Fe staining, bornite, cpy
Fe staining, conglomerate, silver specks
weathered
decomposed/weathered, qtz vn, mal, az
mal, pink/white granite, decomposed/weathered, all rock
faces loaded with mal
rock type? loaded with mal, az

Ag
ppm
0.7

Au
ppb
<2

Cu
ppm
121

0.6

<2

105

0.3
4.2

<2
<2

130
16180

0.5

<2

539

0.8
0.8

<2
<2

1220
444

0.6
0.5
0.6
1.0
1.2
0.7
0.6
<0.3
0.3

<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2
<2

231
947
550
931
824
105
58
2085
1352

2.8

<2

6822

Cu-OL
%

1.618

